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Abstract 
 

Tuning the Magnetic and Electronic Properties of FexSi1-x Thin Films for Spintronics 
 

by 
 

Julie Elizabeth Karel 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Materials Science and Engineering 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Frances Hellman, Chair 
 
 

Advances in traditional CMOS devices, in pursuit of Moore’s Law, have lead to the 
detrimental side effects of increased energy consumption and heat generation.  Spintronic 
(spin-electronic) devices are a potential alternative to standard charge-based devices 
where the electron spin carries the information instead.  Many proposed spintronic 
devices require a spin-injector, a material that can produce a highly spin-polarized 
current, and consequently significant work has gone into identifying these types of 
materials.  GayMn1-yAs, the canonical dilute magnetic semiconductor, has been touted as 
a promising material in this capacity since it is theoretically predicted to be 100% spin 
polarized and offers the possibility to electrically tune the ferromagnetism.  However, the 
Curie temperature remains low (~150 K), making the material unsuitable for room-
temperature spintronic applications.   
 
This dissertation investigated the magnetic and electronic properties of a potentially 
better alternative: off-stoichimetry, bcc-like FexSi1-x thin films (0.43<x<0.77).  
Stoichiometric Fe3Si, a Heusler alloy, has already been studied as a potential spin-injector 
due to a high Curie temperature, well above room temperature (>800 K) and theoretically 
predicted high spin polarization (100%).  However, little work has been done on off-
stoichiometry FexSi1-x thin films (0.43<x<0.77), where it may be possible to further 
enhance the properties, including the spin-polarization.  In addition to being a potential 
spin-injector, the FexSi1-x system is unique in that thin film growth techniques allow 
access to varying degrees of both chemical and structural order over a wide composition 
range.  In the crystalline system, three different bcc-like structures (D03, B2, A2), each 
with a different degree of chemical order, are possible.  The A2 structure is a chemically 
disordered random bcc solid solution, and the B2 structure is a partially ordered CsCl 
structure with Fe on the cube corner sites and Fe/Si randomly arranged on the body 
center sites. Finally, the D03 structure is chemically ordered with Fe on the cube corners 
and Fe and Si alternating in the body centers.  Amorphous FexSi1-x thin films can also be 
fabricated, allowing for a comprehensive and direct comparison of the magnetic 
properties.  This work probed the effects of chemical and structural disorder on the 
magnetic and electronic properties of FexSi1-x thin films. 
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The local chemical order in epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films was characterized using 
conversion electron Mössbauer spectrometry (CEMS); X-ray absorption fine structure 
(XAFS) and density functional theory (DFT) were used to characterize the local 
environments in the amorphous films.  CEMS showed films have B2 chemical order for 
x≤0.65 and D03 for x>0.65.  Even very far from the equilibrium composition, x=0.75, the 
films still tended towards chemical order; the A2 structure was not successfully 
fabricated.  Both theoretical DFT calculations and X-ray absorption fine structure for the 
amorphous materials indicate a local atomic structure that is well-ordered for Fe-Si pairs 
and less ordered for Fe-Fe; calculated and experimental interatomic distances are similar 
to a bcc structure, however with a decreased coordination number.  Experimental and 
theoretical number densities in the amorphous structures are less than in the crystalline 
phase. 
 
The magnetism was found to strongly depend on the chemical order for both the 
crystalline and amorphous structures.  The chemically disordered A2 structure has more 
Fe-Fe pairs than the chemically ordered B2 or D03 structures, leading to a larger 
predicted moment.  The magnetic moments for the B2 and D03 structures are not 
significantly different.  They should, in fact, be essentially the same since the first nearest 
neighbor environments are the same; on average there are the same number of Fe-Fe first 
nearest neighbor pairs in both structures.  Only the second nearest neighbor 
environments, which have a weaker effect on the magnetic moment, are different.  An 
enhanced magnetic moment due to enhanced spin and orbital moments was observed in 
all amorphous films versus crystalline films of the same composition.  The amorphous 
local environments (based on the fraction of Fe-Fe nearest neighbors, N1

Fe-Fe/CN1) are 
approximately intermediate between the chemically disordered A2 structure and the 
chemically ordered D03 or B2 structures; the amorphous materials, while structurally 
disordered, are only partially chemically disordered.  The amorphous materials have a 
different structure; there are however more Fe-Fe pairs than the D03 or B2 structures 
(although less than A2), explaining the observed enhanced moment. 
       
Not surprisingly, the electronic properties were also found to depend strongly on 
chemical and structural order, based on hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and DFT 
calculations.  The core-level peaks in the amorphous structure (x=0.67) show little 
broadening despite a significant energy shift, suggesting that the local environment 
around the Si atoms is different than in the crystalline materials but far more uniform 
than expected, consistent with XAFS results, which showed that Si is well-ordered. A 
well-resolved Si 2p spin-orbit splitting for two epitaxial alloys, x=0.72 (D03) and 0.67 
(B2) suggests that nearest-neighbor interactions are the dominant effect on binding 
energy for the Si atoms in the sample. The Si 2p peak in the amorphous sample also 
shows spin-orbit splitting, another indication that the local structure around each Si atom 
is relatively well defined. The valence bands show a broadening of the features when 
chemical and structural disorder is increased, consistent with theoretical band structure 
calculations for D03, B2, A2 and amorphous structures.  
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The electronic structure calculations reveal that the spin-polarization, |P|, is relatively 
insensitive to x in the amorphous structures and is negative and comparable in magnitude 
to the B2 structure.  It is larger, by more than a factor of 3, than |P| in the hypothetical A2 
structure.  The D03 structure has the largest |P|.  Remarkably, Andreev reflection 
measurements reveal that the spin polarization in the amorphous film (x=0.65) is 
significantly larger than the epitaxial (B2) film (x=0.65).  In fact, the spin polarization of 
the amorphous film is larger than spin polarization measurements by Andreev reflection 
reported on an x=0.75 (D03) epitaxial film.   
 
Lastly, the anomalous Hall effect, observed in all films, was very large in the amorphous 
films versus epitaxial films with the same composition.  To investigate the origins of the 
AHE, σxy/Mz was plotted versus σxx, allowing for comparison to recent theoretical 
calculations.  In the epitaxial films, σxy/Mz is constant, meaning the AHE is dominated by 
the intrinsic mechanism, as predicted theoretically in this moderate longitudinal 
conductivity regime.  The AHE in the low conductivity regime (amorphous films) shows 
a scaling with conductivity similar to that seen in low conductivity GaMnAs films despite 
much larger disorder and carrier concentration in the amorphous films.  The AHE scaling 
in these material systems was compared to other materials in the low conductivity 
regime, and all were found to be approximately linearly dependent on the longitudinal 
conductivity, suggesting dependence on the number of carriers.     
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Chapter 1: Background and Motivation 
 
The continuing pursuit of Moore’s Law has lead to logic technologies with not only the 
expected increase in transistor density but also significant increases in energy 
consumption and heat generation, making thermal management more difficult with each 
new generation.  To continue pushing computing technology, an alternative must be 
realized.  Semiconductor spintronics, or spin-electronics, has been touted as a potential 
replacement, where the spin rather than the charge of an electron is utilized.  Traditional 
CMOS devices rely on moving charges by imposing and removing barriers, which 
inherently require energy.1  Depending on the design of a spin device, where for instance 
a spin-selective barrier could be employed, the same energy constraints do not exist, and 
it has been theoretically shown that these devices are predicted to outperform traditional 
CMOS devices.1,2 Many proposed spintronic devices, including the original spin field 
effect transistor (spinFET) proposed by Datta and Das, require a spin-polarized material 
to inject a spin-polarized current into a semiconductor.3,4 
 
One of the most heavily investigated systems in this regard is the canonical dilute 
magnetic semiconductor, Ga1-yMnyAs (y<0.08), which offers the potential to make 
devices with electrically tunable ferromagnetism.5,6 Mn, when substituted for Ga in the 
semiconductor lattice, introduces holes and local magnetic moments due to the partially 
occupied d-orbitals, leading to carrier mediated ferromagnetism and a very high degree of 
spin polarization (>85%).5,6,7  However, the system is prone to phase segregation, making 
incorporation of Mn above ~8% very difficult even with careful control of the growth and 
annealing conditions.6  As a result, the maximum reported Curie temperature (Tc) remains 
low (~150 K), meaning this material is not suitable for room temperature spin-injector 
applications.5   
 
The binary Heusler alloy, Fe3Si, is a potentially better candidate for a spin injector.  This 
material has a high Curie temperature (>800 K) and has been theoretically shown to 
possess high spin-polarization.8,9,10,11,12 Additionally, it can be grown epitaxially on many 
different semiconductor and insulator substrates, offering a wide range of device 
applications.12,13,14,15 Stoichiometric Fe3Si has the D03 crystal structure shown in Figure 
1.1 where the unit cell is made up of four fcc Bravais lattices and can be thought of as 8 
bcc-like sub-units with Fe (FeII) on the cube corners and Fe (FeI) and Si alternating in the 
body centers.13,16 Fe has two unique sites in the lattice; FeII is surrounded by 4 Fe nearest 
neighbors (NN) and 4 Si NN, and FeI is surrounded by 8 Fe NN.   The FeI atoms behave 
similarly to those of pure Fe, while the properties of the FeII atoms can be strongly 
influenced by the nearest neighbor species.16 
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Figure 1.1 Fe3Si crystal structure. Fe atoms occupy two non-equivalent sites in the 
lattice. 

 
Despite the potential of Fe3Si, the material is not predicted to be fully spin-polarized and 
can be improved.9,10 In transition metals, d-bands are spin-polarized, but unpolarized s-
bands also cross the Fermi energy (EF) and contribute minority carriers to conduction.  
The transition metal can be alloyed in order to shift these s-bands either above or below 
EF so that only polarized d-bands remain.  The situation is indeed more complex in real 
materials due to orbital hybridization, but this is the general framework.17 We suggest 
that increasing the Si concentration by investigating the range 0.43<x<0.75 for FexSi1-x 
could lead to increased spin-polarization.  Higher Si concentration will lead to a reduction 
in carrier concentration, which should favor sharper energy bands, and thus a large 
density of states.  Based on the Stoner criterion, a large density of states will tend to favor 
spin splitting.18  Furthermore, in this composition range thin film growth techniques can 
be used to fabricate metastable bcc-like epitaxial and amorphous films, where chemical 
and structural order can tune the magnetic and electronic properties.    
 
This work will investigate the effect of chemical and structural order on the magnetic and 
electronic properties of amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films in the composition 
range 0.43<x<0.75.  This range was investigated because the Si concentration can be 
increased compared to Fe3Si while still maintaining ferromagnetism in the system.  
Figure 1.2 shows a portion of the equilibrium phase diagram for the binary Fe-Si system, 
and the proposed range lies mostly in a two-phase phase field.19  Thin film growth 
techniques were used to fabricate metastable bcc-like epitaxial and amorphous films.  
The Fe-rich portion of the phase diagram shows varying amounts of chemical order (D03, 
B2, A2) depending on composition and temperature, and these different degrees of 
chemical order might be expected in the metastable bcc-like films as well.  The 
stoichiometric ordered structures are x=0.75 D03 (discussed above) and x=0.50 B2 
(CsCl), with Fe at the cube corners surrounded by Si in the body centers.  When the 
composition is off stoichimetry, in the chemically ordered D03 structure, additional Si 
(Fe) substitutes onto FeI (Si) lattice sites (figure 1.3a).  Partial ordering occurs in the B2 
(CsCl) crystal structure, where Fe is ordered at the cube corners, but Fe and Si randomly 
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occupy the body center sites (figure 1.3b).  In the A2 crystal structure, there is no long-
range chemical ordering, but structural order is maintained. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.2. Partial Fe-Si binary phase diagram.19 
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Figure 1.3 Off-stoichiometry (x<0.75) (a) D03 and (b) B2 structures. 

 
In the amorphous films, the local structure can also change as a function of composition.  
Local atomic structures in amorphous solids are generally determined by the bond type.  
In semiconductors with covalent bonding, the structure is typically referred to as a 
continuous random network (CRN), where each atom has a few (2-4) directional bonds.20 

On the other hand, amorphous metals typically form random dense-packed structures 
with coordination numbers between 8-12 due to the non-directionality of their bonds.20 
The structure of an amorphous alloy of Fe and Si might be expected to vary from CRN 
for the Si-rich compositions to a dense-packed structure on the Fe-rich side.21      
 
Chapter 2 will discuss thin film growth and characterization techniques, and Chapter 3 
will investigate how different degrees of chemical order can be used to tune the magnetic 
and electronic properties in epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films.  Previous experimental work on 
bulk FexSi1-x alloys (for x near 0.75) has shown the magnetic properties are strongly 
dependent on Fe concentration and chemical order.16,22 Additionally, theoretical studies 
show that the density of states can be tuned by varying the Fe concentration or by doping 
with small amounts of V, Mn or Cr.9,23 Most of this prior work has focused primarily on 
the chemically ordered endpoints of the FexSi1-x composition range, however. In this 
chapter, FexSi1-x epitaxial thin films with different chemical order have been fabricated 
and investigated across a wide composition range, 0.55<x<0.77.  Using conversion 
electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) results, this chapter will show that the films 
have B2 chemical order for x≤0.65 and D03 for x>0.65.  Even very far from the 
equilibrium composition, x=0.75, the films still tended towards chemical order; the A2 
structure was not successfully fabricated.  The theoretically calculated magnetic moments 
for the B2 and D03 structures are not significantly different but are both reduced from the 
A2 moment due to less Fe-Fe pairs.  Finally, this chapter will also show that additional 
features observed in the experimental and theoretical X-ray absorption spectra are due to 
Fe-Si hybridization.     
 
Chapter 4 will probe the local atomic structure and magnetism in amorphous FexSi1-x thin 
films.  The nature of magnetism in amorphous solids is strongly dependent on the local 
environments.  Under the assumption the direct exchange interaction is isotropic, it 

b. a. 
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depends only on the distance between interacting atoms.20  In amorphous materials, each 
lattice site is different with respect to nearest neighbor distances and coordination 
numbers, leading to the potential for both positive and negative exchange interactions.20 

Pure amorphous Fe has been prepared by quench-condensing and found to have mostly 
positive exchange interactions (ferromagnetic), however it exhibits a decreased magnetic 
moment compared to crystalline bcc Fe. 24,25 This reduction was attributed to the presence 
of some negative exchange interactions (similar to γ-Fe).  If the exchange interaction is 
equally likely to be positive or negative, the system is often termed “frustrated” or a spin 
glass.  Many amorphous FeyZ1-y alloys (Z=Nb, Ta, Y, Zr, Lu) are ferromagnetic as y 
approaches 1 but exhibit spin glass behavior with decreasing y. 26,27,28,29,30 This chapter 
will show that amorphous FexSi1-x thin films have a striking enhancement in 
magnetization (both spin and orbital) and spin polarization compared to crystalline films 
with the same composition (0.45<x<0.75); density functional theory (DFT) calculations 
also show this enhanced magnetization.  X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) results 
and theoretical DFT calculations of the local structural ordering are presented to explain 
the origin of the enhanced magnetization.   
 
In Chapter 5, hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) is used to 
experimentally investigate the differences in the electronic properties as a function of 
composition and structure.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used 
extensively to study the chemical and electronic properties of Heusler alloys.31,32,33 
However, due to the low inelastic mean-free path (IMFP) of the photoemitted electrons, 
conventional XPS measurements are inherently surface-sensitive. By performing 
photoemission measurements in the hard x-ray regime, the measurement probes 4-7 times 
deeper, providing truly bulk information.34,35 This chapter will show the electronic 
structure can be tuned by variations in composition and structural order, and the 
environment around Si is remarkably well ordered in the amorphous state, consistent with 
findings in Chapter 4.   
 
Chapter 6 will discuss electronic transport, magnetotransport and the anomalous Hall 
effect (AHE) in amorphous and crystalline FexSi1-x thin films.  Electrical resistivity in 
metals is given by the following equation 

€ 

ρ =
m
ne2τ

     (1.1)                                         

 
where m is the mass of the charge carrier, n is the number of charge carriers, e is the 
charge and τ is the collision time (carrier lifetime).  τ is related to the mean free path, l, 
and the velocity at the Fermi surface (vF) through τ = l/vF.  Typically for a given 
crystalline metal, the parameter that varies as a function of temperature is τ.  The 
electrical resistivity decreases as the temperature is reduced from room temperature, 
where τ is dominated by phonons, to low temperature, where τ is dependent on 
impurities, chemical or structural, in the crystal.36  This behavior is defined as a positive 
coefficient of resistivity, α.  Here α is defined in ρ1 = ρref [1+α(T1-Tref)] where ρ1 and ρref 
are the resistivities at T1 =10 Kand Tref = 300 K  (for example).  In an amorphous metal, 
however, the electrical resistivity is essentially temperature independent.  Structural 
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disorder leads to a mean free path on the order of the interatomic spacing, meaning a 
constant l.  α is small but can be either positive or negative and includes the temperature 
dependence of n and more complex phenomena like weak localization and electron 
correlation effects.37  Upon comparison between different amorphous metals and metal 
alloys, n is the parameter that typically varies.  It has been shown that a linear correlation 
exists between the electrical resistivity (essentially n) and α, as shown in Figure 1.4.38  
The resistivity where the crossover between positive and negative α occurs is typically 
between 50-250 µΩcm.39     
 

 
 

Figure 1.4.  Temperature coefficient of resistivity, α, versus resistivity for bulk alloys 
(+), thin films (•) and amorphous alloys (x).  Figure and caption from ref [38]  

 
Intrinsic magnetoresistance (MR) can have many origins; some phenomena, although not 
all, specifically occurring in ferromagnetic materials are discussed here.  MR, Δρxx, is 
defined by the following equation: 
 

€ 

Δρxx = ρxx (H) − ρxx (0)      (1.2) 
 
ρxx (H) is the longitudinal resistivity at some applied magnetic field, and ρxx (0) is the 
longitudinal resistivity at zero field.  Ordinary MR, occurring in all metals, is positive and 
due to the cyclotron motion of electrons in an applied magnetic field.18,40 In 
ferromagnetic metals, anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) is common and dependent 
on the orientation between the magnetization and the current direction.  AMR can be 
positive or negative and is a consequence of anisotropic carrier scattering due to the spin-
orbit interaction.40,41 Additionally, negative MR in ferromagnetic metals can occur by 
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carrier scattering from localized magnetic moments, disordered spins (particularly near 
the magnetic transition temperature) or magnetic domain walls.18,42   
 
The Hall effect in ferromagnetic materials has two contributions, one from the ordinary 
Hall effect (OHE) due to the Lorentz force, which is proportional to the applied magnetic 
field and one from the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) due to asymmetric scattering, which 
is proportional to the perpendicular component of the magnetization.  The equation 
describing this effect takes the form:  
 
                         

€ 

ρxy (total) = ρ(OHE) + ρ(AHE) = R0H + RSMZ      (1.3) 
 
Here, R0 is the ordinary Hall coefficient (R0=±1/ne), and Rs is the anomalous Hall 
coefficient.  H and Mz are the magnetic field and the magnetization perpendicular to the 
layer, respectively.  
 
The origin of the Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in ferromagnetic materials remains 
controversial, but recently a unified theory has been proposed.43,44  The theory generally 
splits the anomalous Hall conductivity (σxy = ρxy(AHE)/ρxx

2 +ρxy
2 ~ ρxy(AHE)/ρxx

2 ) into 
three regions based on the longitudinal conductivity (σxx).  In the clean limit (σxx > 106 Ω-

1cm-1) at low temperatures, the skew-scattering mechanism, which is due to asymmetric 
spin scattering from impurities with spin-orbit coupling, dominates, and σxy∝σxx.44,45,46,47 
In the second regime (104 Ω-1cm-1<σxx<106 Ω-1cm-1), the intrinsic mechanism is the 
dominant contribution to σxy.  The intrinsic contribution is attributed to interband spin-
orbit coupling that causes a gap to open at band anti-crossing points in the electronic 
band structure.  If the Fermi energy lies near these points, a large Berry phase curvature 
will occur, thus significantly enhancing σxy.44,48  In this regime, σxy = constant. Although 
it may be counterintuitive that the skew-scattering mechanism dominates in a σxx range 
with fewer impurities and the intrinsic contribution dominates in a regime with more, the 
intrinsic contribution is actually independent of the carrier lifetime, τ, while the skew-
scattering mechanism is not.  So skew-scattering will always dominate when τ is large, as 
in the clean limit.   Numerous experimental results have verified the dependences of the 
anomalous Hall conductivity in these two regimes for Fe, Co, Ni, and Gd .49,50,51  The low 
conductivity regime (σxx<104 Ω-1cm-1, ρxx>100 µΩcm) is less well understood.  
Experimental results from ultrathin Fe,52 chalcogenide-spinel structures (Cu1-

xZnxCr2Se4),50 Fe3O4 and Fe3-xZnxO4
47 show σxy∝σxx

n where 1.6<n<1.8.  These data have 
been obtained by varying the film thickness, measurement temperature or impurity 
concentration.  It has been suggested that the observed behavior is due to a gradual 
decrease in the intrinsic effect due to disorder, however there is no theory to support this 
scaling.44 Conventionally, σxy is plotted against σxx, however the carrier concentration 
seems the more relevant parameter in this regime.   
 
Although there seems to be good agreement between these experimental results, this 
work suggests that the behavior in [43] is not universal. In this chapter, a different scaling 
is shown in the low σxx regime by studying the AHE and M at 2 K in a series of 
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amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films (0.45<x<0.71), where the hole carrier 
concentration (nh) is varied. The scaling roughly depends on nh, and the results are 
compared to a Ga1-yMnyAs study, which reported a similar dependence on charge 
carriers.  The AHE scaling in these material systems was then compared to other 
materials in the low conductivity regime, and all were found to be approximately linearly 
dependent on the longitudinal conductivity, suggesting dependence on the number of 
carriers.  
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Chapter 2: Thin Film Growth and Characterization 
 
2.1 Thin Film Deposition 
 
FexSi1-x (0.43<x<0.77) thin films (1000-2000 Å) were grown by electron beam co-
evaporation of Fe and Si at a base pressure between 1.0 x 10-8 and 1.0 x 10-9 torr.  Each 
source was a Cu crucible containing pure elemental material.  Si has a negative 
coefficient of thermal expansion, so the heating and cooling rates of the source were 
carefully controlled.  If the source cooled too quickly, it necessitated heating extremely 
slowly before the next deposition to prevent it from exploding.  For Fe, the rate at which 
the source was heated and cooled was less critical.  The deposition rate for each source 
was monitored individually with quartz crystal microbalances, and a constant deposition 
rate was maintained by means of a PID feedback loop.  The desired composition was 
obtained by varying the individual deposition rates. 
 
Deposition temperatures and substrates were varied to obtain desired film structures. 
Amorphous films were grown at room temperature on amorphous SiNx on Si substrates.  
Epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films were obtained by deposition on (001) MgO at 200-300oC for 
x>0.65.  For samples with compositions x≤0.65, a Cr layer, deposited at 200oC on (001) 
MgO prior to film growth was necessary to obtain epitaxy.  A similar process was used 
by Walterfang et. al.15  SrTiO3 (001) substrates were also tested for x<0.65, however 
epitaxy was not realized.  Further details of lattice constants, epitaxial relationships and 
x-ray diffraction will be discussed in the following section. 
 
Depending on the measurement technique, some films were capped with 15-20 Å of Al, 
which oxidized and prevented film oxidation.  X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 
and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) require capped samples in order to probe 
only metallic Fe.  Hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES), on the other hand, 
is best performed with uncapped samples because non-oxidized Al will convolute the 
valance band spectra.  For the other measurement techniques discussed, capping the 
samples had no bearing on the data quality. 
 
2.2 X-ray Diffraction 
 
Figure 2.1(a) is a representative θ-2θ scan from two epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films, x=0.72 
and 0.67.  The superlattice (i.e. 200 D03  and 100 B2) and fundamental (i.e. 400 D03 and 
200 B2) reflections referenced to the A2 structure are present as indicated in the figure.  
No other peaks were present in the scan, indicating a single out of plane orientation in the 
film.  In order to confirm epitaxy, azimuthal (φ) scans were performed on the off-axis 110 
(B2) or 220 (D03) peak.  Fig. 2.1(b) shows the φ scans from these films; four-fold 
symmetry was observed, confirming an epitaxial film in both cases.  Similar θ-2θ and φ 
scans were obtained for all epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films.   The films are oriented [100] out-
of-plane and rotated 45o in plane with respect to the MgO substrate, i.e. Fe1-xSix [100] || 
MgO [110].   
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Figure 2.1.  Representative X-ray diffraction patterns. (a) θ-2θ scans for x=0.72 (black) 
and x=0.67 (red) epitaxial films. (b) φ scans on in-plane 220 peak for x=0.72 (black) and 

110 peak for x=0.67 (red) 
 
From the location of the superlattice peak, the lattice constant was calculated using 
Bragg’s Law:53 
 

€ 

λ = 2dhkl sinθ      (2.1)  

where 

€ 

dhkl =
a0

h2 + k 2 + l2
     (2.2) 

 
Measurements were performed with Cu Kα radiation, hence λ = 1.5418 Å.  Figure 2.2 
shows the lattice constants calculated with equations 2.1 and 2.2 as a function of Fe 
concentration.  This linear variation in lattice constant as a function of Fe concentration is 
a strong indication of chemical homogeneity in the samples, with no evidence of 
secondary phase formation.  As indicated in the figure, films with the B2 and D03 crystal 
structure possess lattice constants that differ by a factor of 2, since the D03 unit cell is 
double the size of the B2 (CsCl) unit cell.  Further details of the chemical order will be 
discussed later.   
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Figure 2.2. Out of plane lattice constants for FexSi1-x epitaxial films calculated from the 

X-ray diffraction superlattice peak. 
 
An approximation of the chemical coherence length, t, can be calculated using the 
Scherrer formula:53  
 

     (2.3) 

 
where λ is as defined in equation 2.1, B is the full width at half max (FWHM) of the 
superlattice peak, and θB is the location of the superlattice peak.  Table 2.1 gives the 
result of this calculation for the epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films.  The length scale over which 
chemical coherence is maintained is on the order of 200-300 Å, indicating good chemical 
order in the films.  A calculation of the bcc coherence length from the fundamental peak 
was not accurate; the diffractometer used in these measurements exhibits a half angle 
substrate peak at the same location as the fundamental film peak, leading to peak 
broadening.  
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Concentration Structure  Chemical 
Coherence 
Length  (Å) 

0.77 D03 205 
0.75 D03 225 
0.72 D03 296 
0.67 B2 176 
0.65 B2 265 
0.55 B2 229 

Table 2.1 Chemical coherence length for epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films 
 
The 100 reflection in bcc Fe is forbidden by structure factor.53 However, this superlattice 
peak is observed in all epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films, indicating either B2 or D03 order.  
From these reflections, it is not possible to distinguish between these two types of order 
because for a given composition the intensity and location of the superlattice peak are the 
same for both structures.  Scattering from the (111) planes will lead to a diffraction 
condition for the D03 structure but not the B2 structure.   
 
An estimation of the chemical order is obtained by calculating the intensity ratio of the 
superlattice to fundamental peaks.  Diffraction is strongest in the forward scattered 
direction (θ = 0o), and the intensity drops off precipitously as θ increases.  This fact must 
be considered when comparing peak intensities at different θ values.  The chemical order 
calculation was performed by taking the ratio of |F|2 values for each peak, where |F|2 is 
calculated using the following approximation:53 

€ 

I =|F |2 p 1+ cos2 2θ
sin2θ cosθ
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟      (2.4) 

Here, I is the integrated intensity, and p is the multiplicity factor.  In this case, p is taken 
to be unity since only 100 reflections from an epitaxial film are being compared.  For 
comparison, ratios for perfect chemical order can be obtained from the following 
approximation:  

€ 

Is
I f
≈
|F |s

2

|F | f
2 =

( fFe − fSi)
2

( fFe + fSi)
2      (2.5) 

where fFe and fSi are the atomic scattering factors for Fe and Si, respectively.  This 
equation only applies for x=0.5 and becomes the following for x>0.50: 
 

€ 

Is
I f
≈
|F |s

2

|F | f
2 =

( fFe − favg )
2

( fFe + favg )
2      (2.6) 

 

where 

€ 

favg =
x − 50
50

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ fFe +

1− x
50

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ fSi      (2.7) 

 
Atomic scattering factors were obtained from ref [54].  The results of these calculations 
are presented in figure 2.3.  The ratio decreases as the Fe concentration increases, as 
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expected since at x=1.0 the reflection is forbidden.  The experimental intensity ratios are 
close to the calculated values for perfect order, indicating epitaxial films with good 
chemical order.   
 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Calculated and experimental ratio of superlattice to fundamental X-ray 
diffraction peak for epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films. 

 
Figure 2.4 shows representative θ-2θ scans from two amorphous samples, x=0.55 and 
x=0.60.  In bcc materials, [110] is the low energy out of plane growth direction because it 
maximizes in-plane bonds.   As such, 110 diffraction peaks should be expected if an 
epitaxial relationship does not exist with the substrate.  In all amorphous samples with 
x<0.71, no film peaks were observed.  For x>0.71, peaks corresponding to the 220 
reflection were present, meaning the films were polycrystalline.  Polycrystalline films 
were not significantly investigated in this work.  The lack of film peaks in X-ray 
diffraction for samples with x<0.71 does not confirm the sample is fully amorphous, 
however.  Grain size is inversely proportional to the FWHM of a diffraction peak 
(equation 2.3), so nanocrystalline grains will sufficiently broaden the peak rendering it 
indistinguishable from the background.  In order to confirm the samples were amorphous, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed, and the results will be 
discussed in the next section.   
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Figure 2.4. θ-2θ X-ray diffraction scan from two amorphous FexSi1-x thin films, x=0.55 

and x=0.60.   
 

 
 
SrTiO3 (STO) (001) substrates were investigated as a means to obtain epitaxy in low Fe 
concentration films (x≤0.65) without the aid of a Cr seed layer, however this work was 
not successful.  The distance between atoms in the [110] direction is 2.76 Å in STO, 
which corresponds well to the lattice constant for x=0.55 (2.76Å).  However, samples 
grown at temperatures at or below 175 oC produced amorphous films, and above this 
temperature the films exhibited the high temperature Fe5Si3 phase, as indicated in the 
phase diagram in figure 1.2. 
 
2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 
Cross-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on FexSi1-x 
samples (x=0.55 and 0.67) grown at room temperature on a-SiNx on Si.  These samples 
did not exhibit any peaks in X-ray diffraction.  Figure 2.5 shows a TEM image from 
x=0.67, which displays a predominantly amorphous structure with some nanocrystals on 
the order of 5 nm in size embedded in it.  The electron diffraction pattern (inset) displays 
sharp diffraction spots from the Si substrate and a broad diffraction ring with some weak 
spots, further indicating partial crystallinity. The volume fraction of the amorphous 
matrix is estimated from these images to be on the order of 80%, with ~20% representing 
nanocrystalline areas.  Samples with x>0.67 are considered partially crystalline, based on 
these results.  Figure 2.6 is a high-resolution (HR) cross-sectional TEM image from the 
x=0.55 amorphous sample which displays no clear nanocrystallinity.  In a few places, 
(diameter < 2nm) we observe evidence of poorly defined lattice fringes (indicated in the 
figure) suggesting nanocrystal precursors increase (in size and number) with increasing 
Fe concentration. 
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Figure 2.5. TEM image and electron diffraction pattern (inset) for the amorphous film 
x=0.67.  The image displays a ~5 nm diameter nanocrystal (circled) in an amorphous 
matrix. In addition to strong spots from the <110>-oriented Si substrate, the electron 

diffraction pattern shows a broad diffuse ring originating from the amorphous film, as 
well as some random spots due to nanocrystals. (Images courtesy of D. Smith) 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6. TEM image from x=0.55 amorphous sample.  Poorly formed lattice fringes 
are highlighted. (Image courtesy of D. Smith)   

   
Cross-section TEM was also performed on an epitaxial x=0.55 thin film, and figure 2.7 
shows the (a) bright field image and (b) electron diffraction pattern.  Lattice fringes are 
clearly observed in the [100] direction, which correspond to the out of plane direction of 

5 nm 
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the film.  The electron diffraction pattern shows many reflections.  The reflections 
corresponding to the MgO substrate are indexed below the spot in white.  As expected, 
the zone axis is <010>.  The reflections from the film are indexed above the spot in 
purple (unless indicated with an arrow); the zone axis for the film is <110>.  Superlattice 
reflections (i.e. 001 and 111) are observed, indicating additional ordering beyond the A2 
structure.  The nature of this chemical ordering will be discussed in Chapter 3.  These 
results show the orientation between the film and the substrate is Fe0.55Si0.45 [100] || MgO 
[110].  All of these results are consistent with XRD measurements on this sample.  
 
In the top left corner of the bright field image, there is a small region where the lattice 
fringes appear oriented in a different direction, although fringes along the [100] direction 
can still be distinguished.  A Fouirer transform of the image from this region reveals 
spots similar to those circled in yellow on the electron diffraction pattern.  Possible 
origins of these spots will also be discussed in Chapter 3.          
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Figure 2.7. (a) Bright field TEM image and (b) electron diffraction pattern from an 
epitaxial x=0.55 thin film.  The arrow in (a) indicates the [100] direction.  ~10% of the 

sample is not oriented in the [100] direction (top left corner of bright field image).  In (b), 
the reflections corresponding to the MgO substrate are indexed below the spot in white.  

The MgO zone axis is <100>.  The reflections from the film are indexed to the B2 
structure above the spot in purple (unless indicated with an arrow); arrows were used 

when the spots were faint or too close to other spots.  The zone axis for the film is <110>.  
Note that the 002 MgO substrate reflection and the -110 film reflection are the same spot.  

Superlattice reflections (i.e. 001 and 111) for the film are also indicated.  The yellow 
circles correspond to diffraction spots from the top left corner of the bright field image.   

(Image courtesy of D. Smith)    
 

a. 

100 
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2.4 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 
 
In Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), α-particles (He2+) at 3MeV hit the 
sample and are backscattered.  The energy of these backscattered particles is dependent 
on the masses of the atoms in the sample.  High Z atoms backscatter particles with only 
slightly less energy than their initial energy, and the backscattered energy decreases with 
decreasing Z.  This technique was used to determine film composition and areal density 
(atoms/cm2) by fitting the experimental spectra using the program SIMNRA.  Since the 
thickness of the samples is known, the total number density (atoms/cm3) can be 
calculated.  Figure 2.8 is an example of the experimental spectra and the fit. 
 

 
Figure 2.8. Experimental RBS data and fit for an amorphous x=0.43 film on SiNx on Si 

 
2.5 Electronic Transport and Hall Effect 
 
Hall bars for resistivity, magnetoresistance and Hall effect measurements were patterned 
using standard photolithography and wet etch techniques.  FexSi1-x alloys were etched in a 
dilute mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acid (400mL H20 : 2mL HNO3 : 1mL HF).  Etch 
rates were compositionally dependent; faster rates were achieved as x increased.  After 
patterning, the Hall bar was also used to determine film thickness using an Alpha-Step IQ 
profilometer.  6 measurements were taken and averaged for each sample.  The variation 
between the measurements, which for magnetic and resistivity measurements represents 
the largest error, was typically 2-5% and often as low as 1%. 
 
Four-point probe dc-resistivity measurements as a function of temperature were 
performed in a closed cycle refrigerator.  Contacts were made to the sample using pressed 
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indium, and the sample was clamped to the Cu sample holder to ensure a good thermal 
link.   
 
An image of the Hall device with a schematic of the measurement setup for the 
magnetoresistance and Hall measurements is shown in figure 2.9.  Different orientations 
of the magnetic field with respect to device are labeled as (a), (b) and (c).  Configuration 
(a) was used for both Hall effect and magnetoresistance measurements, and 
configurations (b) and (c) were only for MR investigations.  Measurements were 
performed in a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer at temperatures from 2-300 K in 
fields of ±6 Tesla, and contacts to the sample were made with pressed indium.  AC 
measurements were performed at a frequency of 16Hz with a current kept at or below 2 
µA to prevent joule heating.  A large (0.5 MΩ) reference resistance was used in series 
with the sample to ensure little to no voltage drop across the sample itself.  The measured 
Hall voltage, Vxy,measured(H), and magnetovoltage, Vxx,measured(H), were detected with lock-
in amplifiers. 
 
Small misalignments in the contacts can produce Vxx,measured components in Vxy,measured.  
However, Vxx is symmetric with H, and Vxy is antisymmetric so, the Hall voltage and 
magnetovoltage can be determined using: 
 

€ 

Vxy (H) =
Vxy,measured (H) −Vxy,measured (−H)

2
 and 

€ 

Vxx (H) =
Vxx,measured (H) +Vxx,measured (−H)

2
  

(2.8, 2.9) 
 
respectively.55   The Hall resistivity (in units of Ωcm) is then calculated using: 

€ 

ρxy (H) =
Ey

Jx
     (2.10) 

where 

€ 

Ey =
Vxy

y
 and 

€ 

Jx =
I
yt

  .   (2.11, 2.12) 

I is the current; y is the width of the Hall bar (0.04 cm), and t is the sample thickness.  
The magnetoresistance (in units of Ωcm) is calculated using: 
 

€ 

ρxx (H) =
Vxxyt
Il

     (2.13) 

where l is the length between the magnetovoltage contacts (0.06 or 0.12 cm). 
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Figure 2.9. Image of hall bar with schematic of experimental setup.  Different 

orientations of the applied magnetic field with respect to the device are shown as (a), (b) 
and (c).  Orientation (a) is used in Hall effect and magnetoresistance measurements, and 

(b) and (c) are for magnetoresistance measurements. 
 
2.6 Magnetic Characterization 
 
Magnetic measurements were performed in a Quantum Design superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.  Magnetization as a function of applied field 
was measured at 2K and 300K, and magnetization as a function of temperature (2K-
390K) was performed at low fields (less than 1000 Oe).  Adobe Photoshop was used to 
determine the dimensions of the sample, based on a scanned image. 
 
For samples grown on a-SiNx on Si substrates, a temperature-independent diamagnetic 
background, determined by fitting the high field slope of the M(H) curve at 300 K, was 
removed from all M(H) and M(T) data.  The diamagnetic background was confirmed the 
same at 2 K and 300 K and was also independent of whether the sample was measured 
with the magnetic field in-plane or out-of-plane.  For measurements at low fields (<3000 
Oe), the diamagnetic background is extremely small, as would be expected.  This 
background was roughly the same for all samples measured; only slight differences were 
observed due to variations in the thickness of the a-SiNx layer. 
 
MgO has a low temperature (<10 K) paramagnetic background due to the crystal growth 
process; the magnitude of this signal varies from substrate batch to substrate batch.  At 
low H, where all of the samples discussed in this work were measured, the signal is linear 
in H.  For each batch, a bare substrate was measured at 2 K, and this signal (normalized 
by the surface area) was then removed from the sample signal (M(H) and M(T) at T=2 K).  
This method is only reasonable since the paramagnetic background signal from the 
substrate is small in comparison to the large ferromagnetic signal from the film (2 orders 
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of magnitude larger for all x).  If the ferromagnetic signal from the film is small (~105 
emu) or very large fields (where the paramagnetic background is no longer linear) are 
needed to saturate the film magnetization, this method is not an appropriate way to 
remove the paramagnetic background.        
 
Conversion electron Mössbauer spectrometry (CEMS) was performed at room 
temperature under normal incidence, with a homemade helium-methane gas proportional 
counter and a 57Co in a Rhodium matrix as the source.  Isomer shifts are given with 
respect to α-iron at 300 K, and the spectra were fitted using the histogram method.56,57 In 
this measurement technique, γ-rays from a moving Co source, where the photon energy is 
varied by the Doppler effect, impinge on the sample.  Fe nuclei in the sample experience 
a hyperfine magnetic field, which causes a splitting in the nuclear energy levels.  Photon 
absorption occurs at energies corresponding to transitions between these magnetically 
split levels.  In thin films, this absorption is detected by secondary electrons generated 
when the nucleus decays back to the ground state.  The magnetic splitting is dependent on 
the hyperfine field experienced by the nucleus, making this technique capable of 
resolving the local Fe environments. 
 
2.7 Synchrotron Techniques 
 
2.7.1 Hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) 
 
HAXPES is based on the photoelectric effect, where X-ray photons incident on the 
sample cause electrons to be ejected.  These electrons have a kinetic energy that is equal 
to the energy of the incident photon less the binding energy, making this technique a very 
sensitive probe of the binding energies and chemical environments in the sample.   
 
Hard x-ray photoemission measurements were performed at the national synchrotron 
radiation facility SPring-8 in Japan, using undulator beamline BL15XU. The photon 
energy set at 5950.3 eV, which is the energy yielding optimal resolution and flux for that 
particular beamline. The exciting radiation was incident on the sample at a grazing angle 
of 2.0° as measured from the sample surface plane, and the kinetic energies of the 
photoemitted electrons were analyzed by a VG Scienta R4000 hemispherical analyzer 
oriented at an angle of 90° from the direction of the incoming x-rays. The electron takeoff 
angle as measured with respect to the surface is thus 88°, maximizing bulk sensitivity.  
Some measurements were also performed at a takeoff angle of 45° to vary the degree of 
surface vs bulk sensitivity.  The measurements were performed at room temperature.    
 
2.7.2 X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)  
 
X-ray absorption fine structure measures the modulations in absorption due to the 
chemical or physical state of an atom.58  X-rays incident on a sample promote core 
electrons to the continuum, and these photoelectrons are backscattered by nearby atoms 
to the original absorbing atom, thus modulating further X-ray photon absorption.  The 
properties of the backscattered electron are dependent on the distance travelled (bond 
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length) and the atom it scatters from, making this technique a local probe.  Experimental 
XAFS spectra must be fit to models to extract bond length, coordination number and 
coordination species.     
 
XAFS was measured at beamline 20-BM-XOR at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).  Room temperature measurements were performed 
at the Fe K-edge in X-ray fluorescence mode with the electric field of the incoming x-
rays oriented perpendicular to the sample plane.   A Vortex Si drift detector was used to 
detect the X-ray fluorescence.  The data was fit in R-space using FEFFIT with theoretical 
scattering amplitudes and phase shifts calculated by FEFF.59,60    
 
2.7.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism 
(XMCD) 
 
In XMCD, circularly polarized light transfers angular momentum to photoelectrons via 
spin-orbit coupling.  In this work, the Fe L-edge is investigated, corresponding to 
transitions from 2p to 3d states.  Since the d-band valance shells have preferred angular 
momentum directions, the transition probability depends on whether the photon and 
valance band angular momentum are aligned parallel or anti-parallel.  The L3 (2p3/2 → 3d) 
and L2 (2p1/2 → 3d) edges have opposite spin-orbit coupling (j=l+s, j=l-s, respectively), 
making the transition probability different for each edge.  Additionally, the population of 
2p3/2 states is 2 times larger than 2p1/2, leading to a larger L3 intensity. 
 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 
were performed at room temperature and 79 K in total electron yield (TEY) at the Fe L-
edge at beamline 6.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley 
National Lab, Berkeley CA.  The X-rays were incident on the sample at an angle of 30o 

with respect to the sample surface, and the measurements were performed in total 
electron yield (TEY) at room temperature.  Three scans were taken for each sample, and 
figure 2.10 shows representative raw data from 3 scans for an x=0.60 amorphous thin 
film.  As indicated in the figure, an energy shift of on the order of 100-200 meV was 
observed in all measurements.  Therefore, the scans on each sample were shifted to the 
lowest energy (i.e. here scans 1 and 2 were shifted to align to the L3 peak of scan 3) 
before averaging.  A linear background was fit to the pre-edge and subtracted from the 
raw spectra; the pre-edge was normalized to zero, and the post edge was set to 1 for each 
spectra.  Each sample was measured in a magnetic field of ±0.5T.  IP and IAP denote the 
absorption intensity when the photon angular momentum is parallel and antiparallel to the 
sample magnetization, respectively.  The XAS is then defined as (IP+ IAP )/2, and the 
XMCD is defined as IP - IAP.  The individual orbital and spin moments and the ratio were 
calculated using:61,62  
 

€ 

morbital =
1

Phν cosθ
2qnh
3r

, 

€ 

mspin =
1

Phν cosθ
(3p − 3q)nh

r
      (2.14, 2.15) 
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and  

€ 

morbital

mspin

=
2q

9p − 6q
     (2.16) 

where 
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p = (IP − IAP )dE
L3

∫  , 

€ 

q = (IP + IAP )dE
L3 +L2

∫       (2.17, 2.18)  

and 
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r =
IP − IAP

2
− S(E)

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ dE

L3 +L2

∫     (2.19) 

 

€ 

Phν is the polarization of the X-ray photons (0.60).  θ is the angle between the incident X-
ray photons and the sample surface, and nh is the number of 3d holes.  S(E) is a no-free-
parameter two-step-like background function removed from the spectra to account for 
core electrons promoted to the continuum.  Since the population of 2p3/2 states is 2 times 
larger than 2p1/2, the step at the L3 edge is twice as large.  S(E) is given as:  
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Ebroad
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6
     (2.20) 

H is the average of the 15 highest energy points in the post-edge less the average of the 
15 lowest energy points in the pre-edge.  

€ 

EL3
 and 

€ 

EL2
are the energies at the L3 and L2 

absorption peaks, respectively, and the energy broadening (Ebroad) used was 0.3 eV.  
  

 
   
Figure 2.10 Raw XAS spectra for amorphous x=0.60, showing an energy shift between 

scans. 
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Chapter 3: Chemical Order and Magnetization in Epitaxial, Off-Stoichiometry 
FexSi1-x Thin Films 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Different degrees of chemical order, which can significantly tune the magnetic and 
electronic properties, can be accessed in FexSi1-x (0.55<x<0.77) thin films, making the 
system an attractive material as a potential spin injector.   Thin film growth is required 
since this composition range exists in the equilibrium phase diagram almost entirely in a 
two-phase phase field of Fe3Si and ε-FeSi.19  Stoichiometric Fe3Si has the D03 crystal 
structure shown in Figure 3.1a where the unit cell has an fcc Bravais lattice and can be 
thought of as 8 bcc-like sub-units with Fe (FeII) on the cube corners and Fe (FeI) and Si 
alternating in the body centers.13,16  FeII is surrounded by 4 Fe nearest neighbors (NN) 
and 4 Si NN and carries a magnetic moment, M, of 1.35 µB.16  FeI is surrounded by 8 Fe 
NN; M is 2.2 µB.16 These two sites are chemically inequivalent.  Fe3Si, a binary Heusler 
alloy, possess a high Curie temperature and large theoretically predicted spin 
polarization.8,9  Stoichiometric ε-FeSi has the B20 structure and is considered a ‘Kondo 
insulator’ with exotic magnetic properties.63  It is also possible to fabricate (metastable) 
stoichiometric cubic FeSi with the B2 (CsCl) structure; in this structure Fe is located at 
the cube corners and surrounded by 8 Si NN.15  Moving to off-stoichiometry 
compositions in the range 0.55<x< 0.77, varying degrees of chemical order are possible.  
In the completely chemically ordered system (off-stoichiometry D03), additional Si (Fe) 
substitutes onto FeI (Si) lattice sites (figure 3.1b).  Partial ordering occurs in the off-
stoichiometry B2 structure, where Fe is ordered at the cube edges, but Fe and Si 
randomly occupy the body center sites (figure 3.1c).  In the A2 structure, there is no long-
range chemical ordering, but structural order is maintained.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.1.  (a) D03 crystal structure for x=0.75 and off-stoichiometry (x<0.75) (b) D03 
and (c) B2 

 
  
These varying degrees of chemical order, which can be accessed by thin film growth 
techniques, can be used to significantly tune the properties of this Heusler alloy.  

a. b. c. 
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Experimental work has shown the magnetic properties of bulk FexSi1-x alloys (x near 
0.75) are strongly dependent on chemical order and Fe concentration.16,22 Additionally, 
theoretical investigations show that the density of states can be tuned by varying the Fe 
concentration or by doping with small amounts of V, Mn or Cr.9,23 Recent work on 
another Heusler alloy, Co2FeSi thin films, has shown a reversal of spin polarization due 
to differences in the density of states between the ordered L21 and partially ordered B2 
structures.64 Clearly, chemical order has an influence on the magnetic and electronic 
properties of Heusler alloys, however work on FexSi1-x thin films has focused on the 
chemically ordered endpoints of the composition range. Previous studies have 
investigated compositions deviating slightly from x=0.75 and compositions near 
x=0.5.14,15,16 Little work has been done between these, with the exception of Berling, et. 
al., who analyzed magnetization but not local chemical order or electronic structure.13   
 
In this work, we fabricated and investigated FexSi1-x epitaxial thin films (0.55<x<0.77) 
with different chemical order (D03 and B2); we found that the material has a strong 
tendency to chemically order so films with the A2 structure were not successfully 
fabricated.  Chemical order was characterized using conversion electron Mössbauer 
spectroscopy (CEMS).  The electronic and magnetic properties of these films were 
investigated by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular 
dichroism (XMCD) and compared to theoretical calculations to understand the effects of 
chemical order on these properties.     
 
3.2 Methods 
 
3.2.1 Theoretical Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations 
 
Self-consistent electronic structure calculations for ordered D03 FexSi1-x (x=0.77-0.60), 
partially ordered B2 FexSi1-x (x=0.67-0.55) and disordered A2 (x=0.60-0.80) were 
performed within the ab initio framework of spin-density functional theory. The Vosko, 
Wilk, and Nusair parametrization of the exchange and correlation potential was used.65 
For all systems, the experimental lattice constants (or a linear extrapolation from 
experimental values) were used.  The electronic structure was calculated in a fully 
relativistic model by solving the corresponding Dirac equation using the spin polarized 
relativistic multiple-scattering or Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker formalism.66  To account for 
electronic correlations beyond the LSDA, a combined LSDA+DMFT scheme was 
employed, self-consistent in both the self-energy calculation and the charge density 
calculation, as implemented within the relativistic SPR-KKR formalism.67 Among others, 
this scheme was successfully used before in describing orbital magnetic moments and 
XMCD in 3d transition metals.68,69  As a DMFT-solver the relativistic version of the so-
called Spin-Polarized T-Matrix Plus Fluctuation Exchange (SPTF) approximation was 
used.70,71 In contrast to most other LSDA+DMFT implementations, within the SPR-KKR 
scheme the complex and energy-dependent self-energy σDMFT is implemented as an 
additional energy-dependent potential to the radial Dirac equation, which is solved in 
order to calculate the new Green's function. This procedure is repeated until self-
consistency in both the self-energy and the charge density is achieved. The double 
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counting problem (separation of the Hubbard Hamiltonian from the LSDA one) was 
considered within the usual around mean-field (AMF) limit. The self-energy within the 
DMFT is parameterized by the average screened Coulomb interaction U and the Hund 
exchange interaction J.  For the Fe atoms, UFe = 1.5eV and JFe = 0.9 eV were used. This 
is an established value for bulk Fe.72  DMFT calculations have been performed for 
T=400K and 4096 Matsubara poles were used to calculate the corresponding SPTF self-
energy.  For the treatment of the chemical disorder in B2 FexSi1-x alloys, the coherent 
potential approximation (CPA) was applied.  The CPA is considered to be the best theory 
among the so-called single-site (local) alloy theories that assume complete random 
disorder and ignore short-range order.  A combination of the CPA and LSDA+DMFT 
within SPR-KKR method has been used recently.68,73,74  
 
To support the interpretation of the experimental results, the corresponding XAS and 
XMCD spectra were calculated based on Fermi’s golden rule and implemented within the 
SPR-KKR method.56,57 For a direct comparison of the calculated absorption coefficient to 
experimental data, the corresponding theoretical spectra were broadened in the 
conventional way; Lorentzian broadening (0.3 eV) was applied to account for the lifetime 
of the core hole and excited electrons, and Gaussian broadening (0.4 eV) was used to 
represent finite experimental resolution.  The calculations described are referred to as 
CPA throughout this work.   
 
To investigate the effect of different methods to account for disorder in theoretical DFT 
calculations, supercell models with 16 atoms were also used. Both D03 and B2-like 
structures were investigated for x=0.75.  For x=0.625 and 0.6875, some body center Fe 
atoms of the stoichiometric D03 unit cell were replaced by Si, forming off-stoichiometry 
D03-like structures; all the body center atoms were randomized to form B2-like 
structures.  For x=0.50, the B2-like and D03-like phases are identical with all Fe at cube 
corner sites surrounded by Si in all the body center sites.  The lattice constants of these 
simulated structures were within 1% of the experimental values.  The A2 structure, 
although not experimentally realized, was also calculated for x=0.65.  The exchange-
correlation functions were treated at the level of generalized-gradient approximation.75  
 
3.2.2. Experimental Procedure 
 
Epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films (1000-1500 Å) in the composition range 0.55<x<0.77 were 
grown by electron beam co-evaporation of Fe and Si at 300oC on (001) MgO.  Films with 
concentrations below x=0.70 did not grow epitaxially on MgO at 300oC; for these 
samples, a 30 Å Cr seed layer was deposited at 200oC, followed by the film growth at 
room temperature in order to obtain epitaxy while limiting interdiffusion of Cr.  A similar 
process was used by Walterfang et al15  Films intended for X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
(XAS) measurements were capped with 15-18 Å of Al to prevent oxidation.  An epitaxial 
x=1.0 sample was also fabricated as a standard for XAS studies.  Structural 
characterization was performed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and high-resolution cross 
section transmission electron microscopy (HRXTEM).  The XRD θ-2θ scans showed 
only the 100 and 200 (200 and 400) peaks of the B2 (D03) crystal structure out-of-plane, 
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and φ scans on the 110 B2 or 220 D03 off-axis peak showed sharp peaks (FWHM ~2-3o) 
with the expected four-fold symmetry of an epitaxial film (see figure 2.1 for 
representative plots).  We note the 100 B2 and 200 D03 peaks are located at the same 2θ 
value since the D03 unit cell is double the size of the B2 (CsCl) unit cell.  The epitaxial 
relationship between film and substrate is FexSi1-x [100] || MgO [110] 
 
57Fe conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) was used as a local probe of 
Fe atoms’ chemical environment and the resulting atomic magnetic moment.  These 
measurements were performed at room temperature under normal incidence, with a 
homemade helium-methane gas proportional counter, with 57Co in a Rhodium matrix as 
the source. Isomer shifts are given with respect to α-iron at 300 K, and the spectra were 
fitted using the histogram method.56,57  Macroscopic magnetic properties of the films 
were investigated with a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) 
magnetometer at 2K.  
 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 
were performed at room temperature in total electron yield (TEY) at the Fe L-edge at 
beamline 6.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 
Berkeley CA.  The spin and orbital moments were calculated based on the methods 
discussed in 2.7.3.   
 
3.3. Results 
 
3.3.1 Structural Characterization and Chemical Order 
	  
The 100 reflection in the A2 (bcc) structure is forbidden by structure factor but present in 
both D03 and B2.  From these reflections, it is not possible to distinguish between these 
two types of order; the nature of the chemical ordering leads to the same intensity and 
superlattice peak location for both structures with the same composition.  Scattering from 
the (111) planes should produce a diffraction condition for D03 but not B2.  An 
estimation of the chemical order is obtained by calculating the intensity ratio of the 
superlattice to fundamental peaks.  The results of these calculations in addition to ratios 
for perfect chemical order, calculated from atomic scattering factors reported in [54] are 
plotted in figure 3.2.  The ratio decreases as the Fe concentration increases, as expected 
since at x=1.0 the reflection is forbidden.  The experimental intensity ratios are close to 
the calculated values for perfect off-stoichiometry order, indicating epitaxial films with 
good chemical order.  The inset of figure 3.2 is a plot of the out-of-plane lattice constant 
as a function of Fe concentration.  This lattice constant was calculated from the 
superlattice reflection (i.e. 200 D03 and 100 B2) in the θ-2θ x-ray diffraction patterns.  
The linear variation in lattice constant with x indicates the presence of a single phase. 
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Figure 3.2.  Experimental and calculated superlattice to fundamental peak intensity ratios 
versus x.  The inset shows the lattice constants versus x, calculated from the superlattice 

peak.  
 

HRXTEM was also performed on an epitaxial x=0.55 thin film, and figure 3.3 shows the 
(a) bright field image and (b) electron diffraction pattern.  All diffraction spots are 
indexed to the B2 structure.  Lattice fringes are clearly observed in the [100] direction, 
which corresponds to the out of plane direction of the film.  The electron diffraction 
pattern shows many reflections.  The reflections corresponding to the MgO substrate are 
indexed in white and show the zone axis is <100>.  The reflections from the film are 
indexed in purple; the zone axis for the film is <110>.  Superlattice reflections (i.e. 001 
and 111) are observed, also indicating chemical ordering.  These results show the 
orientation between the film and the substrate is Fe0.55Si0.45 [100] || MgO [110].  All of 
these results are consistent with XRD measurements on this sample.   
 
In the top left corner of the bright field image, there is a small region where the lattice 
fringes are oriented in a different direction, although fringes along the [100] direction can 
still be distinguished.  A Fourier transform of the image from this region reveals spots 
corresponding to those circled in yellow on the electron diffraction pattern.   
 
The CEM spectrum obtained for Fe0.77Si0.23 grown on MgO (Figure 3.4a) shows very 
sharp spectral lines and can be fit with three sextets with in-plane orientation of the 
magnetic hyperfine field that are represented below to the experimental spectrum. The 
first component, with a hyperfine field (HF) value of Bhf =19.5 T, corresponds to the FeII 
site in the D03 crystal structure of Fe3Si (see Figure 3.1), in good agreement with other 
experimental studies.14,22 This Fe site has four Fe nearest neighbors (NN) and four Si NN. 
The second component has a hyperfine field value of Bhf =30.6 T, which characterizes the 
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FeI site, with eight Fe NN and zero Si NN.22 The last component has a hyperfine field 
value of Bhf =24.3 T, corresponding to Fe atoms at the cube edges with five Fe NN and 
three Si NN, since the sample is off-stoichiometry in Fe concentration.22 The hyperfine 
field Bhf, isomer shift δ and relative area of each component (Ar) are summarized for all 
samples in Table 3.1.  
 
The CEM spectrum for Fe0.75Si0.25 grown on MgO is shown in Figure 3.4b.  In this 
sample, we obtain the three aforementioned components plus one additional sextet, 
corresponding to the FeII site with 6 Fe NN.22  
  
The CEM spectrum obtained for the Fe0.65Si0.35 sample (Figure 3.4c) is significantly 
different, with strong overlapping lines. It has been fit with a wide distribution of 
magnetically split sextets of varying hyperfine fields and isomer shift values to take into 
account all the structural and chemical environments of Fe atoms. From this fitting 
procedure, the average value of the hyperfine field is <Bhf> =14.1 T.  
 
The CEM spectrum for Fe0.55Si0.45 (Figure 3.4d) presents a marked difference from the 
other spectra.  The signal is characteristic of a paramagnetic material with no evidence of 
magnetically split sextets.  This result is consistent with SQUID measurements that 
confirm the sample is above its transition temperature at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Bright field TEM image and (b) electron diffraction pattern from an 

epitaxial x=0.55 thin film.  The arrow in (a) indicates the [100] direction.  ~10% of the 
sample is not oriented in the [100] direction (top left corner of bright field image).  In (b), 
the reflections corresponding to the MgO substrate are indexed below the spot in white.  

The MgO zone axis is <100>.  The reflections from the film are indexed to the B2 
structure above the spot in purple (unless indicated with an arrow); arrows were used 

when the spots were faint or too close to other spots.  The zone axis for the film is <110>.  
Note that the 002 MgO substrate reflection and the -110 film reflection are the same spot.  

Superlattice reflections (i.e. 001 and 111) for the film are also indicated.  The yellow 
circles correspond to diffraction spots from the top left corner of the bright field image. 

(Image courtesy of D. Smith)    

a. 

100 
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Figure 3.4. Measured CEM spectra at 293 K of epitaxial FexSi1-x films on MgO (001) for 

(a) x=0.77, (b) x=0.75, (c) x=0.65 and (d) x=0.55.  The right-hand side shows the 
hyperfine field distribution, P(Bhf), for each sample. Corresponding least-squared fitted 
components (labeled 1-4) are shown below the spectra for (a) and (b); the spectra in (c) 

are fit with P(Bhf). 
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x  Sample Comp. d (mm s-1) Bhf (T) Ar 

0.77 A 1 0.259 19.4 0.49 
  2 0.067 30.4 0.39 
  3 0.183 24.3 0.12 

0.75 B 1 0.255 20.1 0.52 
  2 0.089 31.1 0.30 
  3 0.164 24.6 0.11 
  4 0.077 27.6 0.07 

0.65 D - 0.144* 14.1* - 
* Average value 

Table 3.1. Values of the isomer shift (δ), magnetic hyperfine field (Bhf) and relative 
spectral area (Ar) of the different components (Comp.) deduced from the least-squared fit 

of the Mössbauer spectra of FexSi1-x thin films. 
 

From the CEM spectra a short-range order parameter, P(4), was calculated to quantify the 
degree of D03 chemical order in the films.  This parameter was adopted from Gao, et. al. 
and is given below.76   
 

€ 

P(4) =
Pex (4) − Pdis(4)
PD03 (4) − Pdis(4) 	  	  	  	  	  (3.1) 

	  
Pex(4) is the experimental fraction of Fe atoms with 4 Fe NN obtained from CEMS.  In 
the well-ordered samples, this number is the relative spectral area for the component with 
a hyperfine field corresponding to 4 Fe NN, as determined from the fits.  For the x=0.65 
sample with a distribution of Bhf, Pex(4) is the sum of the contributions from components 
with 22.5T, 21T, 19.5T and 18T hyperfine fields.  Pdis(4) is the fraction of Fe atoms that 
have 4 Fe NN in a random solid solution (A2 structure), calculated from a binomial 
probability distribution.  PD0

3(4) is the fraction of Fe atoms that have 4 Fe NN in the 
perfectly ordered D03 structure, i.e. 2/3.  The short-range order parameter, P(4),  is only 
equal to 1 for perfect D03 order at x=0.75.  Table 3.2 gives the calculated order 
parameters for all of the samples except Fe0.55Si0.45, which shows a paramagnetic signal in 
CEMS at room temperature. 
 

x P(4) Structure 
0.77 0.70 D03 
0.75 0.74 D03 
0.65 0.18 B2 

Table 3.2. Short range order parameter, P(4), for samples with D03 and B2 structure.  
The sample with composition x=0.55 is not reported since CEMS revealed a paramagnet 

at room temperature. 
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3.3.2 Electronic Properties 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the (a) experimental and (b) theoretical (CPA) XAS for the Fe 
concentrations, x=0.55-1.0.  As the Si concentration increases, broadening of the L3 edge 
occurs experimentally.  Additional structure exists on the higher energy side of the L3 
peak for the samples containing Si in both theory and experiment.  The feature is present 
at a higher binding energy in the theoretical calculations than what is observed 
experimentally.  The size of the shoulder appears to increase experimentally with 
increasing Si concentration; for x=0.55, the shoulder is not as distinct due to peak 
broadening.  In contrast, the shoulder appears non-monotonic (present for x=0.75 and 
0.55 but not x=0.65) in the theoretical predictions.  This result is likely due to how the 
CPA calculations account for disorder and will be discussed in the next section.   
 

 
Figure 3.5. (a) Experimental Fe L-edge X-ray absorption spectra and (b) theoretical XAS 

for x=0.55–1.0. 
 

 
In order to investigate the origin of this peak, the electronic density of states for x=0.55 
(not shown) and Bloch spectral functions for the x=0.55 B2 structure (Figure 3.6a) and 
non-magnetic bcc Fe (Figure 3.6b) were calculated using the CPA method described.  
Since the exchange splitting of the bands in the x=0.55 composition is small, we compare 
to non-magnetic bcc Fe; if instead magnetic bcc Fe is considered, the bands being 
investigated are very high in energy due to large exchange splitting.   The density of 
states for the x=0.55 B2 structure indicates the additional peak in the XAS is due to FeII 
d-states.  The circled regions in figure 3.6a highlight flat bands with d-character, which 
are expected to contribute to the additional peak.  These bands are also present in figure 
3.6b, although at higher energy.  Hybridization with Si is expected to shift these bands to 
lower binding energy.        
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Figure 3.6. Bloch spectral functions for (a) the x=0.55 B2 structure and (b) non-magnetic 
bcc Fe.  The circles in (a) indicate the flat bands with d-character, and the arrows in (b) 

show the same bands at higher energy.  

a. 

b. 
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3.3.3 Magnetic Properties 
 
From the saturation magnetization at 2 K in M-H curves, µB/Fe was calculated for all 
samples and is presented as a function of composition, x, in Figure 3.7.  Also shown in 
this plot are CPA and supercell theoretical calculations of the magnetic moment for 
structures with different chemical order, A2, B2, and D03 as indicated.  The theoretical Fe 
magnetic moments (CPA and supercell) of the A2 crystal structure are larger than those 
obtained for the B2 or D03 crystal structures, particularly as the Si concentration is 
increased.  The experimental magnetic moments are more similar to the calculated 
supercell B2 or D03 structures than the CPA calculations. 

 
Figure 3.7. Experimental magnetic moments measured at 2 K for FexSi1-x epitaxial films 
and CPA and supercell theoretical calculations for different chemical order – A2, B2 and 

D03.   
   

M(T) for the two lowest Fe concentration samples is shown in figure 3.8.  Both show a 
broad transition, indicating a distribution of magnetic environments in the samples.  This 
observation is consistent with CEMS for x=0.65 and indicates some chemical disorder in 
the system.     
 
The orbital to spin ratio was calculated for all samples, and for the x=0.75 and 1.0 thin 
films the ratios are 0.063 and 0.048, respectively, which are in good agreement with 
previously reported results on Fe3Si and Fe thin films.14,61  The spin and orbital moments 
calculated from theory and the experimental spectra at 300 K (and 79 K for x=0.55) are 
shown in Figure 3.9a and 3.9b.  The calculations show increasing spin and orbital 
moments with increasing x; the experimental trend is consistent for the spin but not the 
orbital moments.  The fact that the experimental orbital moments for x=0.65 and 0.75 do 
not follow the theoretical trend is likely due to local inhomogeneities in the samples, 
consistent with some chemical disorder observed in CEMS.  Though experimental data 
was measured below Tc for all samples, the theory overestimates the spin moments (and 
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underestimates the orbital moments).  This discrepancy may be due to the discrepancy 
between CPA theory and experiment for the total moments.    The error in the sum rule 
analysis is estimated to be ~15% due to uncertainty in the incoming X-ray photon 
polarization and final state effects.   

 
Figure 3.8. M(T) for x=0.65 and 0.55 at H=1000 Oe.  

 

 
Figure 3.9. Experimental and CPA calculated (a) spin and (b) orbital moments x=0.55-

1.0 at 300 K.  The x=0.55 composition is measured at 79 K, as indicated. 
 
 

 
3.4. Discussion  
 
The CEMS spectra for x=0.77 reflects a site-selective substitution in the perfectly ordered 
D03 crystal structure, meaning that as Fe concentration is increased away from 
stoichiometric Fe3Si, the additional Fe substitutes only into the Si sites.  This spectra and 
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the order parameter calculated from it both indicate excellent D03 chemical order in the 
sample.    
  
Since the order parameter, P(4), is less than 1 and additional components (Fe with 5 or 6 
Fe NN) are present in the fit to the CEMS spectra, the x=0.75 sample is not perfectly 
chemically ordered. This spectrum is consistent with other reports on Fe3Si thin films 
grown on MgO and Ge.12,14 
 
The CEMS spectra and the low D03 order parameter for the x=0.65 sample indicate 
significant chemical disorder.  The shape of the hyperfine field distribution is not a 
Gaussian, meaning it is not a random bcc solid solution of Fe and Si. This result is in 
agreement with the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern where a superlattice peak is 
observed, indicating that the FeII sites (cube edges) are still ordered. The sample is only 
chemically disordered on the FeI site, thus it has the B2 structure.77 

 

HRXTEM showed small areas (volume fraction <10%) where lattice fringes are oriented 
in a different direction, corresponding to reflections circled in yellow in the diffraction 
pattern.  Previous work on other bcc alloys has observed similar reflections in the 
electron diffraction pattern and attributed them to the presence of coherent hexagonal ω-
phase precipitates.78,79  A more recent work using high-resolution scanning electron 
microscopy with a high angle annular dark field detector also found these spots and 
attributed them to additional order along {111} type planes.80  If small regions in the 
sample locally had D03 ordering, this would result in different ordering in {111} planes, 
however from this data, ω-phase precipitates cannot be ruled out.  The volume fraction is 
very small and does not affect the overall properties; XRD (superlattice to fundamental 
intensity ratio) and magnetization results are consistent with theoretical predictions for a 
uniform B2 alloy.  
 
The chemical order influences the magnetic moment in these systems.  In a random solid 
solution, an Fe-Fe pair is statistically more likely than in the chemically ordered 
structure, and in these Heusler alloys the total magnetic moment is strongly dependent on 
the number of Fe nearest neighbors.16 Thus the theoretically predicted moment for the A2 
structure is much larger than for the B2 or D03 structure at the same composition.  The 
theoretically predicted magnetic moments for the B2 and D03 crystal structure are very 
similar for the supercell calculations but not the CPA.  They should, in fact, be essentially 
the same since the first nearest neighbor environments are the same; on average there are 
the same number of Fe-Fe first nearest neighbor pairs in both structures.  Only the second 
nearest neighbor environments, which have a weaker effect on the magnetic moment, are 
different.  CPA accounts for disorder by calculating an “average atom”, which evidently 
produces a different result than the distinct Fe sites in the supercell calculation.  We note 
that the materials investigated here are not expected and do not follow the Slater-Pauling 
rule for Heusler compounds since they are chemically disordered with a non-integer 
number of electrons.81,82,83 
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The additional feature on the high energy side of the L3 absorption peak is due to 
hybridization between Si s-states and Fe d-states at the FeII site, consistent with previous 
work.14 The presence of this shoulder in the experimental spectra indicates two 
chemically distinct Fe sites for all x.  The CPA theory predicts the shoulder for the 
x=0.75 composition, where the calculation accounts for two chemically inequivalent Fe 
sites in the D03 structure.  However, for x=0.65 and 0.55 there are no distinct Fe sites due 
to the “average atom” used in the CPA calculations.  Thus, the shoulder is only observed 
for the x=0.55 composition where the “average atom” is mostly Si (90%). 
 
As the Fe concentration decreases from stoichiometric x=0.75, the system becomes more 
chemically disordered, however it never becomes the fully disordered A2.  Attempts to 
grow low Fe concentration samples at reduced growth temperatures to obtain the A2 
structure resulted in amorphous films.  Surprisingly, the crystalline systems tends toward 
an ordered structure, B2 for x≤0.65 and D03 for x>0.65.  CEMS, M(T) and experimental 
orbital moments all indicate evidence of some chemical disorder in the samples.     
 
3.5. Conclusion 
 
The chemical order, electronic and magnetic properties of epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films 
(0.55<x< 0.77) were investigated.  The films showed excellent structural order and 
varying degrees of chemical order based on CEMS, HRXTEM and XAS.  B2 chemical 
order was observed for x≤0.65 and D03 for x>0.65.  Even very far from the equilibrium 
composition, x=0.75, the films still tended towards chemical order; the A2 structure was 
not successfully fabricated.  The theoretically calculated magnetic moments for the B2 
and D03 structures are different in the CPA calculations but not the supercell; both are 
reduced from the A2 moment due to less Fe-Fe pairs.  Experimental and theoretical 
(CPA) XAS spectra revealed an additional feature on the high energy side of the L3 peak 
due to Fe-Si hybridization.   
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Chapter 4: Magnetism and Local Atomic Structure in Amorphous FexSi1-x Thin 
Films 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Magnetism in transition metal alloys is strongly influenced by the local atomic structure; 
investigations of amorphous and crystalline structures allow the magnetic properties of 
the same chemical species in a different local atomic environment to be directly 
compared.  Studies have been performed to compare the magnetic properties of 
amorphous and crystalline Fe-based alloys such as FexB1-x, FexP1-x (x~0.75) or FexZr1-x 
(x~0.25-0.34); crystalline FexCo1-x and NixFe1-x (0.5<x<1.0) alloys have also been 
compared to amorphous (FeCo)G and (NiFe)G (G=SiB, PC or PB).84,85,86,87  These 
studies are limited in one of two ways: either the crystalline analog is a specific 
stoichiometric phase (e.g. Fe3B, Fe3P, Fe2Zr) thus limiting the composition range of the 
comparison, or the crystalline system encompasses a wide composition range (e.g. 
FexCo1-x or NixFe1-x, 0.5<x<1.0) but the corresponding amorphous phase is formed by 
alloying with metalloids (Si, B, P or C), which affect the magnetic properties.87 Ideally, 
these investigations should be performed on a single system where amorphous and 
crystalline structures could both be fabricated over a large composition range, allowing 
for a direct comparison.   
 
In addition to being a potential spin-injector, the FexSi1-x system is unique in that thin film 
growth techniques allow access to varying degrees of both chemical and structural order 
over a wide composition range, 0.45<x<0.75.  In the crystalline system, three different 
bcc-like structures (D03, B2, A2), each with a different degree of chemical order are 
possible.  The A2 structure is a chemically disordered random bcc solid solution, and the 
B2-like structure is a partially ordered CsCl structure with Fe on the cube corner sites and 
Fe/Si randomly arranged on the body center sites. Finally, the D03-like structure is 
chemically ordered with Fe on the cube corners and Fe and Si alternating in the body 
centers.  The magnetic moment in these metallic crystalline materials ranges from 0 
µB/Fe (x=0.50, B2) to 1.65 µB/Fe  (x=0.75, D03).13,15  The properties of these various 
metallic structures differ widely from the x=0.50 equilibrium ε-FeSi phase, which is a 
‘Kondo insulator’ with exotic magnetic properties.63   Amorphous FexSi1-x thin films can 
also be fabricated, allowing for a comprehensive and direct comparison of the magnetic 
properties. 
 
Local atomic structures in amorphous solids are generally determined by bond type.  In 
semiconductors with covalent bonding, the structure is typically referred to as a 
continuous random network (CRN), where each atom has a few (2-4) directional bonds.20 

On the other hand, amorphous metals typically form random dense-packed structures 
with coordination numbers between 8-12 due to the non-directionality of their bonds.20   

The structure of an amorphous alloy of Fe and Si might be expected to vary from CRN 
for the Si-rich compositions to a dense-packed structure on the Fe-rich side.   
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Amorphous Fe has previously been prepared by quench-condensing and found to be 
ferromagnetic with a decreased magnetic moment (1.50 ± 0.15 µB/Fe) as compared to 
crystalline bcc Fe (2.20 µB/Fe). 24,25  This reduction was attributed to the distribution of 
interatomic distances leading to both positive exchange interactions (similar to α-Fe) and 
negative exchange interactions (similar to γ-Fe).  Additionally, many amorphous FeyZ1-y 

alloys (Z=Nb, Ta, Y, Zr, Lu) are ferromagnetic as y approaches 1, with moments ranging 
from 0.7-1.8 µB/Fe depending on y and Z, but all exhibit spin glass behavior with 
decreasing y (y=0.64-0.80).26,27,28,29,30  Previous reports on the local structure and 
magnetism are somewhat contradictory for the Fe-rich compositions (x>0.5).21,88 Based 
on analysis of electron diffraction patterns, Mangin et al. reported local short-range 
ordering with approximately 12 nearest neighbors, meaning a local environment similar 
to fcc γ-Fe.21 An alloy with such a local environment should, in principle, be 
antiferromagnetic.  However the same authors also reported relatively large magnetic 
moments in these films (e.g. 1.44 µB/Fe for x=0.62).21 
 
In this work, we prepared and investigated the magnetic, structural and electronic 
properties of amorphous FexSi1-x thin films and compared these to epitaxial films of the 
same composition (0.45<x<0.75).  We found all films to be ferromagnetic at 2 K with 
large magnetization, M (e.g. 1.73 µB/Fe for x=0.65); all films with x≥0.60 were also 
ferromagnetic at 300 K.  Remarkably, the amorphous films possess significantly larger 
magnetization than their crystalline counterparts.  Sum rule analysis of X-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra show enhancement in both spin and orbital 
contributions.  We performed a careful study of the local atomic structure using X-ray 
absorption fine structure (XAFS) and compared these data to results of ab initio 
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) to 
understand the local structural ordering and the enhanced magnetization.  The electronic 
structure and the spin polarization in the amorphous structures with various x and 
crystalline structures with different chemical order (x~0.65) were also compared.  
Experimental spin polarization measurements were performed using Andreev reflection, 
and remarkably, the amorphous films show an enhancement in spin polarization relative 
to crystalline films with the same composition.   
 
4.2. Methods 
 
4.2.1. Theoretical DFT Calculations 
	  
Theoretical calculations were performed on amorphous compositions x=0.50, 0.55, 0.65 
and 0.75.  Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were performed to simulate the 
amorphous structure in an LxLxL unit cell of volume V containing 128 atoms using the 
plane-wave-based Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)89, with the projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method for the description of core-valence interaction.90 The 
exchange-correlation functions were treated at the level of generalized-gradient 
approximation.75 The structure underwent a melting (2000 K) step followed by a 
quenching (2000 K – 200 K at 3 × 1014 Ks-1) and annealing process (200 K, 5 ps) in a 
canonical ensemble for the randomization of structural positions of the 128 atoms. The 
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atomic spacing, positions and cube size L3 were further optimized before and after the 
quenching and annealing processes, until forces on each atom were less than 0.01 eVÅ-1. 
Throughout this work, an energy cutoff of 350 eV was used for the expansion of plane-
wave basis functions. While only the Γ-point was used to sample the Brillouin-zone 
during the melting, quenching and annealing processes, 3×3×3 Monkhorst-Pack k-points 
were used for the geometry relaxation and electronic structure determination after the 
molecular dynamics simulations.  For the crystalline FexSi1-x alloys, supercell models 
with 16 atoms were used. Both D03 and B2-like atomic arrangements were investigated 
for x=0.75.  For x=0.625 and 0.6875, some Fe atoms in the body centers of the 
stoichiometric D03 unit cell were replaced by Si, in order to form off-stoichiometry D03-
like structures; all the body center atoms were randomized to form B2-like structures.  
For x=0.50, the B2-like and D03-like phases are identical with all Fe at cube corner sites 
surrounded by Si in all the body center sites.  The lattice constants of these simulated 
structures were within 1% of the experimental values.  The A2 structure, although not 
experimentally realized, was also calculated for x=0.65.     
 
 
4.2.2. Experimental Procedure 
 
FexSi1-x (0.45<x<0.65) thin films (1300-2200 Å) were grown by electron beam co-
evaporation of Fe and Si. Amorphous films were grown at room temperature on 
amorphous SiNx on Si substrates, and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films were obtained by 
deposition on (001) MgO at 200 oC for x≥0.65.  For samples with compositions x<0.65, a 
Cr layer, deposited at 200 oC on (001) MgO prior to film growth was necessary to obtain 
epitaxy.  The deposition rate for each source was monitored individually with quartz 
crystal microbalances.  The deposition rate for Fe was held at 0.35 Å/s, and the Si 
evaporation rate was varied to obtain the desired composition.  Films were capped with 
approximately 15 Å of Al to prevent oxidation.  Film number densities, ntotal, and 
compositions were measured using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), and 
sample thicknesses were measured with an Alpha-Step IQ profilometer.  X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were 
used to characterize structure.  Magnetization (M) versus field (H) and temperature (T) 
were measured using a Quantum Design PPMS magnetometer.  
 
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) was measured at beamline 20-BM-XOR at the 
Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Argonne, IL; 
room temperature measurements were performed at the Fe K-edge in X-ray fluorescence 
mode with a Vortex Si drift detector.  XAFS data were fit in R-space using FEFFIT with 
theoretical scattering amplitudes and phase shifts calculated by FEFF.59,60    
 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 
were performed at room temperature and 79 K in total electron yield (TEY) at the Fe L-
edge at beamline 6.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley 
National Lab, Berkeley CA.  The spin and orbital moments were calculated based on the 
methods discussed in 2.7.3.   
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Andreev reflection spectroscopy was performed to compare the spin polarization in 
amorphous and epitaxial x=0.65 films using either a Nb or Pb tip; no differences were 
observed between the tip materials. The sample and tip were enclosed in a vacuum jacket 
and cooled to low temperatures (less than 3 K), where a point contact was established.  
Differential conductance (dI/dV) and resistance (V/I) were measured from over 40 points 
on the sample using a lock-in method.  
 
4.3. Results 
 
4.3.1. Magnetism  
	  
4.3.1.A. Theoretical DFT Calculations  
 
The compositions x=0.50, 0.55, 0.65 and 0.75 were selected for ab initio molecular 
dynamics (MD) calculations of amorphous FexSi1-x.  For each x, the magnetization is 
obtained by dividing the total moment by the number of Fe atoms in the cell. The 
calculated magnetic moment for both amorphous and crystalline alloys is shown in figure 
4.1 and agrees well with the experimental data (discussed in section 4.3.1.B.). We note 
that theory predicts zero magnetic moment for the crystalline (B2) alloy with x=0.5 (all 
Fe are surrounded by Si) and 0.63 µB/Fe for the amorphous alloy, consistent with the 
experimental results.  Also included in figure 4.1 is the calculated magnetic moment for 
the A2 structure with x=0.65.  This structure is chemically disordered and has a 
significantly larger moment than B2 or D03.  The B2 and D03 structures, for all x studied, 
have the same magnetic moment; the nearest neighbor environments are the same and 
only the second nearest neighbors, which have a smaller effect on the magnetization, 
differ.  The magnetic moment in these different structures is strongly dependent on 
chemical order.  
 
4.3.1.B. Experimental Thin Film Magnetism 
 
Figure 4.1 also shows experimental magnetization at 2 K versus Fe concentration, x, for 
both crystalline and amorphous films.  Strikingly, for all x, the magnetization of the 
amorphous samples is very large in comparison to crystalline samples with the same 
compositions.  For x=0.65, the theoretical moment for the random bcc (A2) structure is 
also shown; this structure has not been successfully fabricated since the material has a 
strong tendency to chemically order. 
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Figure 4.1. Magnetization at 2 K versus Fe concentration for FexSi1-x amorphous and 

crystalline materials.  Solid symbols are experimental data: amorphous films (red 
squares) and epitaxial films (blue stars).  Open symbols are theory: amorphous (red 

stars), A2 (half filled black circle), B2 (blue triangle), D03 (blue square with cross). The 
red and blue dashed lines are a guide to the eye.  The error is less than the size of the data 

points.   
 

 
Figure 4.2 shows M(H) curves (a) at 300 K for x=0.65 amorphous and epitaxial samples 
and (b) normalized M(T) measurements for amorphous and epitaxial films with x=0.65 
and x=0.55.  A comparison of M(T) measurements for all amorphous samples is shown in 
figure 4.2c.  Samples with compositions x≥0.60 are ferromagnetic at room temperature, 
and samples with x<0.60 are above or near their transition at room temperature.  The 
M(T) curves for all x show a broad transition, indicating a distribution of magnetic 
environments  Based on figure 4.1, the composition where ferromagnetic order appears is 
x~0.41.  The x=0.45 sample is very close to this composition; figure 4.2d shows 
normalized M versus H/T for this sample and Brillouin functions with S=1/2 and 3/2.  
The sample shows remanence and M larger at all H than the Brillouin function, indicating 
weak ferromagnetism. 
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Figure 4.2. (a) M(H)  for amorphous and epitaxial x=0.65, (b) normalized M(T) 
measurements for amorphous and epitaxial x=0.65 and x=0.55, (c) M(T) measurements 
for all amorphous films and (d) normalized M vs H/T for x=0.45 and Brillouin functions 

(S=1/2, 3/2) at 2 K. 
 

  
Figure 4.3 shows the XAS for (a) the epitaxial samples, x=0.55–1.0 and (b) the 
amorphous samples, x=0.45–0.65.  The amorphous spectra are broadened in comparison 
to the epitaxial samples.  In both amorphous and epitaxial sample sets, the intensity of the 
absorption decreases as the Si concentration increases, as expected.  From the XMCD 
spectra, individual spin and orbital moments were calculated and are shown in Figure 
4.4a (spin) and 4.4b (orbital) for both the amorphous and epitaxial thin films at 300 K.  
Our spin and orbital moments for epitaxial x=0.75 and 1.0 thin films are in good 
agreement with previous reports.14,61  For other x, the spin moment for both the 
amorphous and epitaxial films increases with increasing x.  The spin moment is larger in 
the amorphous films.  For x=0.55 the spin moments at 300 K are near zero since the 
transition temperature for both films is near 300 K; however in measurements at 79 K, 
the amorphous film exhibits a much larger spin moment than the epitaxial film.  The 
amorphous films’ orbital moments also increase with increasing x and are also larger than 
the crystalline samples with the same composition.  The absolute error in the sum rule 
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analysis is estimated to be ~15% due to uncertainty in the incoming X-ray photon 
polarization and final state effects.  
 

 
Figure 4.3.  XAS spectra for (a) epitaxial and (b) amorphous films. 

 

 
Figure 4.4. (a) Spin and (b) orbital moments, calculated from the sum rules versus x for 
amorphous and epitaxial thin films.  Measurements were performed at 300 K (except as 
indicated) in ±0.5T. Symbols are experimental data: amorphous films (red squares) and 

epitaxial films (blue stars).  The x=0.55 data enclosed by a box is at 79 K.   
 
4.3.2. Local Atomic Structure 
 
4.3.2.A. Theoretical DFT Calculations 
 
For each x (0.50, 0.55, 0.65 and 0.75), the total number density, ntotal, is determined by 
N/V, where N = 128, the total number of atoms and V is the fully relaxed volume after the 
quenching and annealing process described in 4.2.1.  The calculated number density for 
both amorphous and crystalline alloys is shown in figure 4.5, and agrees well with the 
experimental data (discussed in 4.3.2.B.).  

a. b. 
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Figure 4.5. Total number density versus Fe concentration for FexSi1-x amorphous and 

crystalline materials.  Solid symbols are experimental data: amorphous films (red 
squares) and epitaxial films (blue stars).  Open symbols are theory: amorphous (red 

stars), A2 (half filled black circle), B2 (blue triangle), D03 (blue square with cross). The 
red and blue dashed lines are a guide to the eye.   

 
The local chemical order in amorphous alloys can be directly characterized by the partial 
pair correlation function (PCF), which is defined as the number of e.g. A-B pairs in the 
spherical shell ranging from r to (r + dr) around one A-type atom. Quantitatively, it is 
calculated by: 

€ 

gAB (r) =
L3

NANB

nAB (r)
A ,B

NANB

∑
4πr2dr       (4.1) 

 
where L is the length of the 128-atom cubic unit cell, NA and NB are the numbers of A and 
B atoms, respectively in the unit cell, and nAB is the average number of B- atoms around 
A-type atoms in the spherical shell r ~ (r + dr). There are three partial PCFs and one total 
PCF for the FexSi1-x binary alloys: gFeFe(r), gFeSi(r), gSiSi(r), and gtot(r). 
 
The DFT calculated total pair correlation function, gtot(r), is shown in black in figure 4.6a 
and 4.6b for two representative amorphous FexSi1-x alloys, x=0.55 and x=0.65. Broad 
peaks are observed instead of the sharp lines of the crystalline phase, indicating the 
structure is amorphous after the simulated annealing. The first peak of gtot(r) can be fit 
well to two Gaussians (green and blue lines), corresponding to the first and second shells 
of atoms.  Each of these shells includes Fe-Fe, Fe-Si and Si-Si pairs.  Relative to the 
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magenta peaks from D03 Fe3Si, the positions are shifted to slightly smaller r, consistent 
with a decreasing bond length as x decreases. 
 

 
Figure 4.6. The calculated total pair correlation function, gtot(r), (black) of FexSi1-x 
amorphous alloys, (a) x=0.55 and (b) x=0.65. The green and blue shades display the 

fitted Gaussians of the first peak, and the red is the sum of the two fits. The gtot(r) of D03 
Fe3Si is represented by the magenta lines. The insets display two typical structures of Fe 

(blue) and Si (yellow) atoms around an Fe atom within 2.3~2.6 Å.  
 

 
From the total pair correlation function, the coordination number in the first (CN1) or first 
+ second (CN2) shell can be determined from: 

€ 

CNi = ntotal 4πr2gtot (r)dr0

rmin
i

∫
     (4.2)

 

where rmin is the radius at the minimum of the first or second Gaussian.  Similarly, the 
number of Fe-Fe (Fe-Si) pairs in the i shell of nearest neighbors (Ni

Fe-Fe, Ni
Fe-Si) can be 

determined from the integral of gFe-Fe(r) (gFe-Si(r)).     
 
N1

Fe-Fe, N1
Fe-Si and N2

Fe-Fe (the number of Fe-Fe second nearest neighbors) and 
interatomic distances of the first (r1

Fe-Fe and r1
Fe-Si) and second shells (r2

Fe-Fe, r2
Fe-Si) are 

listed in Table 4.1 for all the compositions investigated.  r1
Fe-Si is slightly smaller than  

r1
Fe-Fe, due to the smaller size of Si atoms.   Both r1

Fe-Si and r1
Fe-Fe increase with x.  In the 

D03 and B2 structures, r1
Fe-Si and r1

Fe-Fe are equal and also increase with x. No Fe-Fe pairs 
were observed in the first Gaussian for x=0.50 or 0.55; for these compositions, Fe atoms 
are completely surrounded by Si.  The coordination numbers, CN1 and CN2 are 
significantly smaller for all x than the corresponding values, 8 and 14 respectively, in the 
bcc structure.  N1

Fe-Fe increases with x while N1
Fe-Si decreases causing CN1 to remain 

almost unchanged.  These data demonstrate that the local chemical order around Fe is 
intermediate between the bcc-type (CN1=8) and CRN-Si type (CN1=4) structures.  For all 
x, the first shell local environment is dominated by Fe-Si pairs, whereas the second shell 
is dominated by Fe-Fe pairs.  
 

(Å) 

b.##

(Å) 

a.##
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Table 4.1. Coordination number, bond length and mean square disorder in bond length 
from DFT calculations or determined from fits to experimental XAFS data for first shell 

(grey) and second shell (white). 
 

 
4.3.2.B. Experimental Structural Characterization  
 
No peaks were observed in θ-2θ scans of the amorphous films, indicating no significant 
crystallization.  High-resolution (HR) cross-sectional TEM from an x=0.55 amorphous 
sample displayed no clear nanocrystallinity.  In a few places, (diameter < 2nm) we 
observe evidence of poorly defined lattice fringes (see figure 2.6).  An x=0.67 sample 
displayed nanocrystals (~20% volume fraction) on the order of 5 nm embedded in an 
amorphous matrix (see figure 2.5), suggesting nanocrystal precursors increase (in size 
and number) with increasing Fe concentration. 
 
For the crystalline films, both θ-2θ and φ X-ray diffraction scans were performed.  The θ-
2θ scans showed only the 100 and 200 peaks of the bcc crystal structure out-of-plane, and 
φ scans on the 220 off-axis peak showed sharp peaks (FWHM ~2-3o) with the expected 
four-fold symmetry of an epitaxial film.  The presence of the 100 peak indicates B2 or 
D03 chemical order since this peak would be absent in the chemically disordered A2 
(bcc) structure.  The ratio of the 100 to 200 peak intensities was 0.022, 0.043 and 0.099 

Atomic 
% Fe 

N1
Fe-Fe r1

Fe-Fe 
(Å) 

[σ1
Fe-Fe]2 

(Å2 ) 
N1

Fe-Si r1
Fe-Si 

(Å) 
[σ1

Fe-Si]2 
(Å2 ) 

N2
Fe-Fe r2

Fe-Fe 
(Å)  

[σ2
Fe-Fe]2 

(Å2 ) 
N2

Fe-Si r2
Fe-Si 

(Å) 

0.45 
XAFS 

0 - - 4.5 
±0.2 

2.33 
±0.05 

0.009 5.2 
±0.2 

2.70 
±0.05 

0.02 - - 

 0.50 
DFT 

0 - - 5.0 
±0.2  

2.36 
±0.02  

- 5.5 
±0.5  

2.74 
±0.02  

- 1.5 
±0.3  

2.64 
±0.02  

0.55 
XAFS 

0 - - 3.7 
±0.2 

2.34 
±0.05 

0.009 5.6 
±0.2 

2.67 
±0.05 

0.02 - - 

0.55 
DFT 

0 - - 4.3 
±0.2  

2.34 
±0.02  

- 5.1 
±0.5  

2.67 
±0.02  

- 1.3 
±0.3  

2.62 
±0.02  

0.60 
XAFS 

1.0 
(fixed) 

2.47 
(fixed) 

0.05 2.8 
±0.2 

2.35 
±0.05 

0.007 - - - - - 

0.65 
XAFS 

2.1 
(fixed) 

2.47 
(fixed) 

0.05 2.1 
±0.2 

2.34 
±0.05 

0.006 - - - - - 

0.65 
DFT 

2.10 
±0.2  

2.47 
±0.02  

- 3.7 
±0.2  

2.38 
±0.02  

- 4.1 
±0.5  

2.79 
±0.02  

- 1.0 
±0.3  

2.72 
±0.02  

 0.75 
DFT 

4.06 
±0.2  

2.50 
±0.02 

- 2.4 
±0.2  

2.42 
±0.02  

- 3.2 
±0.5  

2.83 
±0.02  

- 1.2 
±0.3  

3.03 
±0.02  
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for x=0.75, x=0.65 and x=0.55, respectively, which represents good chemical order 
(comparable to the calculated peak intensity ratios of 0.03, 0.06 and 0.11); note that 
100/200 peak ratio is identical for the D03 and B2 structures due to the nature of their 
chemical ordering.  The coherence length of the chemical order and structural order, as 
calculated from the width of the 100 and 200 peaks respectively, is ~240 Å for all x 
studied. The chemical ordering was B2 (CsCl) for x≤0.67 and D03 for x>0.67, as 
determined by conversion electron Mössbauer spectrometry (CEMS). 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the experimental total number density, ntotal, for the amorphous and 
crystalline films as a function of x, as well as DFT calculated values.  As x increases, the 
number density of the crystalline films (both the measured and DFT calculated values) 
decreases due to an increasing lattice constant.  By contrast, the number density of the 
amorphous films is constant with composition and significantly lower than the crystalline 
films (13-17%).   
 
Figure 4.7 shows the Fe K-edge Fourier transformed XAFS, |χ(R)|, for the a-FexSi1-x 

samples, x=0.45-0.65 as indicated.  The experimental data were analyzed in the k-range 
from 2-11 Å-1.  The prominent feature in these data is the peak located at approximately 
R=1.85 Å, which does not significantly shift as Fe concentration increases.  However, a 
significant decrease in amplitude of this peak does occur with increasing Fe.  
Additionally, a small shoulder appears at approximately R=2.35Å for the x=0.45 and 
x=0.55 compositions. 
 

 
Figure 4.7. Fe K-edge Fourier transformed XAFS, |χ(R)|, for amorphous FexSi1-x 

samples. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the fit to the experimental X-ray absorption fine structure data, χ(R) 
and χ(k), for x=0.45.  The R-range used in the fit was 1-3 Å.  All the fits were of similar 
good quality.  The number of first and second nearest neighbors around an Fe atom (N1

Fe-

Fe, N1
Fe-Si and N2

Fe-Fe), the first and second nearest neighbor mean square bond length 
disorder, ([σ1

Fe-Fe]2, [σ1
Fe-Si]2 and ([σ2

Fe-Fe]2) and the first and second nearest neighbor 
distances (r1

Fe-Fe, r1
Fe-Si and r2

Fe-Fe) are determined from the fits and are given in Table 
4.1.  For all compositions, the fitting routine yields only Si in the first shell if all 
parameters were allowed to vary.  This result is consistent with DFT for x=0.45 and 0.55, 
but DFT showed a small number of Fe-Fe first nearest neighbors for x=0.60 and 0.65 
(e.g. N1

Fe-Fe = 2.1 for x=0.65).  We attribute the observed lack of Fe-Fe pairs in the fitting 
routine to bond length disorder.  Since the modulation in X-ray absorption (XAFS signal) 
relies on constructive interference of backscattered photoelectrons from nearest neighbor 
atoms back to the original absorber, bond length disorder causes damping of the XAFS 
signal due to destructive interference from out of phase photoelectrons.  To assess this, 
N1

Fe-Fe and r1
Fe-Fe were fixed in the first shell, and [σ1

Fe-Fe]2 was allowed to vary.  As we 
fixed N1

Fe-Fe at higher values, [σ1
Fe-Fe]2 increased, indicating a range of possible 

coordination numbers with comparable fit quality.  The variation in bond length (

€ 

[σ1
Fe−Fe ]2 ) as N1

Fe-Fe  increased was on the order of 0.25-0.26 Å, meaning the first and 
second shells were no longer distinct.  Hence, the theoretical DFT calculations were used 
as guidance in selecting N1

Fe-Fe in the fit. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.8. Fourier transformed XAFS |χ(R)| and fit for x=0.45.  The inset is the XAFS 

in k-space, weighted by k2 and the fit. 
 

 
No Si second nearest neighbors around Fe (N2

Fe-Si) were observed if all parameters were 
allowed to vary in the fitting routine.  However, when the fitting routine was constrained 
to include Si in the second shell, it either yielded unphysical results (e.g. very large N1

Fe-
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Si) or did not converge, indicating that second shell Si does not contribute to the XAFS 
signal. 
 
4.3.3. Electronic Structure and Spin Polarization 
 
4.3.3.A. Theoretical DFT Calculations 
 
Figure 4.9a displays the calculated electronic density of states, D(E), for both up (↑) and 
down (↓) spins for various x in the amorphous structures, and Figure 4.9b shows D(E) for 
the D03, B2, A2 and amorphous structures with compositions near x=0.65.  Clear spin-
splitting is observed in the amorphous bandstructures.  Many of the sharp features in the 
B2 and D03 structures are broadened in the A2 and further broadened in the amorphous 
structure due to increasing disorder.  The majority spin channel at EF switches from spin 
up (D03, B2) to spin down (A2, amorphous), and the large dip in D↓(EF) for the D03 and 
B2 structures is not present in the A2 or amorphous structures. 
 

 
Figure 4.9.  Calculated density of states (a) for the amorphous structures with various x 

and (b) for crystalline and amorphous structures near x=0.65.   
 

  
Figure 4.10 shows Mtotal calculated from the difference between the integrated spin up 
and spin down channels below the Fermi energy (EF) divided by the number of Fe and 
the spin polarization at EF, |P|, for (a) the amorphous structures with various x and (b) the 
D03, B2, A2 and amorphous structures with x~0.65.  |P| is defined as |[D↑(EF)-
D↓(EF)]/[D↑(EF)+D↓(EF)]|.  In Figure 4.10a, Mtotal increases with x, as shown in Figure 
4.1. Figure 4.10b shows that the D03 and B2 structures have the smallest Mtotal, while the 
values for the A2 and amorphous structures are larger and similar, also as in Figure 4.1. 
|P| in the amorphous structures is negative and does not significantly change with 
composition; D↑(EF) is relatively insensitive to composition and D↓(EF) changes 
slightly. The spin polarization in the amorphous material (x=0.65) is negative and 
remarkably larger than the A2 structure; it is nearly as large (although of the opposite 
sign) as the B2 structure, as indicated in Figure 4.10b. 
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Figure 4.10.  The absolute value of spin-polarization, |P|, at EF (solid squares, left axis) 
and Mtotal (half open squares, right axis) for (a) the amorphous structures with various x 
and (b) crystalline and amorphous structures with x ~ 0.65.  P is positive for D03 and B2 

and negative for A2 and all amorphous structures. 
 

 
4.3.3.B. Experimental Spin Polarization Measurements         
 
Representative conductance curves for (a) small interfacial scattering factor, Z, and (b) 
large Z factor are shown in figure 4.11 for both amorphous and crystalline x=0.65 
samples in contact with a Pb tip. The open symbols are experimental data, and the lines 
are the best fit using the Chen-Tesanovic-Chien (CTC) model, which describes the data 
well.91  An additional resistance (rE), independent of the point contact resistance, which is 
due in part to the sample resistance, is taken into account in the fitting, based on the 
methods described in [92].  The values for the temperature and superconducting gap (Δ) 
are based on the experimental parameters; rE, Z and P are determined by the fit. With 
similar Z, the conductance curve for the amorphous sample is much lower in magnitude 
than that of the crystalline, as shown in figure 4.11, indicating a much higher spin 
polarization. The spin polarization values, obtained from the fits to the conductance 
curves, are plotted as a function of Z in figure 4.12.  The spin polarization decreases for 
increasing Z factor. For an ideal interface, P is independent of Z, however in reality the 
interfacial barrier always affects P.91  Hence, the intrinsic spin polarization is obtained by 
extrapolating the Z factor to zero.  For the amorphous x=0.65 sample, P is 68.5±3.1%, 
and for the crystalline sample, the extrapolation gives 49.2±0.7%. 
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Figure 4.11.  Representative conductance curves (with Pb tip) obtained from amorphous 

and crystalline x=0.65 samples with (a) small Z factor and (b) large Z factor. Open 
squares are experimental data for the crystalline sample; open circles are for the 

amorphous sample. The solid and dashed lines are the best fit to the data with the 
parameters listed in the inset. 

 

 
Figure 4.12. The spin polarization of crystalline (open squares) and amorphous (open 
circles) x=0.65 thin films as a function of Z factor. The dashed lines are a guide to the 

eye.  
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4.4. Discussion  
  	  
The Si is significantly more structurally ordered than Fe in the amorphous system.  The 
mean square bond disorder, [σ1

Fe-Si]2, is very low, almost an order of magnitude lower 
than for Fe.  The Fourier transformed XAFS signal in figure 4.7 decreases with 
increasing Fe concentration, meaning ordered Si is contributing the most to the XAFS 
signal.  A further indication of order is the presence of a second shell of Fe (for x≤0.55), 
corresponding to the shoulder at approximately R=2.45 Å in figure 4.7.  In the higher Fe 
concentration samples, the second shell is not observed in XAFS because disorder has 
completely damped the signal.  Previous work on amorphous Si alloys has also reported 
distinct local environments since covalently bonded Si exhibits clear bond directions, and 
even in amorphous form, it will try to maintain bond lengths and directions that are close 
to equilibrium.93 
 
The Fe-Fe bond length (2.47 Å) in the first shell for x≥0.60 is very close to the expected 
value for bcc crystalline Fe (2.49 Å).  However, the Fe-Si bond length (2.33-2.35 Å) is 
reduced compared to the values from crystalline FexSi1-x thin films (2.44 Å x=0.75 and 
2.39 Å x=0.55).   In fact, this bond length is much closer to the equilibrium Si-Si bond 
length, 2.35 Å, further indicating Si is maintaining its equilibrium tetrahedral structure in 
the amorphous materials.  The second shell Fe-Fe (2.70 Å) bond length in x=0.45 and 
0.55 is similar to the value in a crystalline x=0.55 sample (B2, CsCl structure), 2.76 Å.  In 
these samples, only Si is in the first shell, and the second shell is slightly further away 
and contains Fe.  This structure is similar in interatomic spacing to a bcc material, where 
first nearest neighbors are located at √3/2 a0, and the second nearest neighbors are not 
that much further away at a0.  The distinct difference between these amorphous materials 
and a bcc structure is the reduced coordination number.  The coordination number ranges 
between 3.7-4.5, which is much less than 8 in a bcc material.  Theoretical DFT 
calculations find the coordination number actually ranges from 5-6.5, suggesting disorder 
is damping the experimental XAFS signal and causing a reduction in the observed 
coordination number.  The structure in these materials is intermediate between CRN 
(CN1=4) and dense random packing (CN1=8-12). 
 
The atomic density is significantly reduced (13-17%) compared to crystalline films, 
larger than is commonly seen, and is independent of x (unlike crystalline).94,95,96,97,98 The 
fact that theory and experiment agree indicates that the reduction in measured density of 
the amorphous films is not due to voids or columnar growth structure.  CN1 for the 
amorphous structure is between 5 and 6.5, versus 8 in the crystalline bcc structure, a 
difference of about 18-30%, which could account for the large atomic density difference.  
Based on r1

Fe-Fe and r1
Fe-Si (theoretical and experimental) an approximately 3% decrease 

in ntotal with increasing x would be expected, but CN1 slightly increases with increasing x, 
explaining why ntotal remains constant.   
 
Despite a reduced number density and coordination number, the magnetic moment is 
enhanced in the amorphous films, with both larger orbital and spin moments.  The 
enhanced orbital moments are likely due to the lower local symmetry of the amorphous 
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phase compared to the crystalline phases.  The chemically disordered A2 structure has 
more Fe-Fe pairs than the chemically ordered B2 or D03 structures, leading to a larger 
moment.  The amorphous local environments (based on the fraction of Fe-Fe nearest 
neighbors, N1

Fe-Fe/CN1) are approximately intermediate between the chemically 
disordered A2 structure and the chemically ordered D03 or B2 structures; the amorphous 
materials, while structurally disordered, are only partially chemically disordered.  This 
result is consistent with the local Fe coordination determined by XAFS and DFT theory 
for all x and by CEMS on amorphous and B2 samples with x~0.65.  The amorphous 
materials have a completely different structure; there are however more Fe-Fe pairs than 
the D03 or B2 structures (although less than A2), explaining the observed enhanced 
moment. 
 
The electronic structure calculations reveal that |P| is robust in the amorphous structures 
and is negative and comparable in magnitude to the B2 structure.  It is larger by more 
than a factor of 3 than |P| in the hypothetical A2 structure.  Evidently, chemical order has 
a stronger influence on the spin-polarization than structural order.  The D03 structure has 
the largest theoretical |P|.  Remarkably, Andreev reflection measurements reveal that the 
spin polarization in the amorphous film is significantly larger than the epitaxial (B2) film 
(x=0.65).  In fact, the amorphous |P| is also larger than a previous report of the 
experimental spin-polarization in stoichiometric Fe3Si with the D03 structure.99       
 
4.5. Conclusion 
 
Structural and magnetic properties of amorphous and crystalline FexSi1-x thin films 
(0.45<x<0.75) were investigated.  Both theoretical DFT calculations and X-ray 
absorption fine structure for the amorphous materials indicate a local atomic structure 
that is well-ordered for Fe-Si pairs and less ordered for Fe-Fe; calculated and 
experimental interatomic distances are similar to a bcc structure, however with a 
decreased coordination number.  Experimental and theoretical number densities in the 
amorphous structures are less than in the crystalline phase.  An enhanced magnetic 
moment due to enhanced spin and orbital moments was observed using X-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism for all amorphous films versus crystalline films of the same 
composition.  This enhancement is found to be due to partial chemical disorder.  
Remarkably, the spin polarization in the amorphous films is robust and enhanced 
compared to the crystalline films.   
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Chapter 5: Hard X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (HAXPES) in FexSi1-x Thin 
Films† 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Significant work has been devoted to Fe3Si, but very little is known about non-
stoichiometric alloys or amorphous alloys.14,100,101,102,103 In the composition range, 
0.55<x<0.75, a two-phase region of the bulk equilibrium phase diagram, thin film growth 
can be used to produce homogeneous alloys with varying degrees of structural and 
chemical ordering.  This ordering affects the physical properties of the material, including 
in particular the electronic structure and magnetic properties, which can be significantly 
tuned. This work will investigate the role of composition as well as structural and 
chemical ordering on the electronic properties of homogeneous metastable FexSi1-x 
samples.  
 
For this study, we used hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPS) to measure core 
and valence electronic levels for three FexSi1-x samples: epitaxial x=0.72 (epi-Fe0.72Si0.28), 
epitaxial x=0.67 (epi-Fe0.67Si0.33), and amorphous (with some nanocrystals) x=0.67 (a-
Fe0.67Si0.33).  The first sample (epi-Fe0.72Si0.28) was chosen because x=0.72 is close to the 
Fe content of the stoichiometric alloy, so we expect a high degree of chemical and 
structural order. The second one (epi-Fe0.67Si0.33) was selected to study the effect of 
composition but not structural disorder, and the last one (a-Fe0.67Si0.33) to investigate the 
combined effects of composition and structural disorder on the electronic structure of 
these alloys.  
 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used extensively to study chemical and 
electronic properties of Heusler alloys.31,32,33 However, due to the low inelastic mean-free 
path (IMFP) of the photoemitted electrons, conventional soft x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements are inherently surface-sensitive. This may result in 
spectra that are dominated by surface-effects, such as roughness, surface reconstruction, 
native oxides and contaminant layers, a serious deficiency if the bulk properties are of 
interest. By performing photoemission measurements in the hard x-ray regime, in this 
particular case at 5950.3 eV, we increase the IMFP of valence electrons by a factor of 4–
7 for Fe0.72Si0.28, with the IMFP of 76 Å, as compared to IMFPs of 11–18 Å in the soft x-
ray regime (500–1000 eV).34,35 
 

5.2 Experimental Methods 
 
All films were prepared by electron beam co-evaporation of Fe and Si. The epitaxial 
samples were grown on MgO (001) at 300oC, and the amorphous sample was grown on 
amorphous SiNx deposited on a Si substrate at room temperature. All samples were 
approximately 2000 Å thick.  Compositions were measured using Rutherford 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
†	  This chapter has been adapted from previously published work: A.X. Gray et al. Phys. 
Rev. B 83 195112 (2011). 
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Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), and film thicknesses were determined with a KLA 
Tencor Alpha Step IQ profilometer. Compositions were also confirmed by analyzing 
HAXPS core-photoelectron relative peak intensities.  
 
The atomic structure of the films was verified using transmission electron microscopy (a-
Fe0.67Si0.33) and x-ray diffraction techniques (epi-Fe0.72Si0.28 and epi-Fe0.67Si0.33). TEM 
results for a-Fe0.67Si0.33 indicated partial crystallinity, and the volume fraction of the 
amorphous matrix was estimated to be on the order of 80%, with ~20% representing 
nanocrystalline areas.  θ-2θ x-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the epitaxial films 
indicated a single out-of-plane orientation in the films, and in-plane (φ) scans showed the 
expected four-fold symmetry, confirming epitaxy.  From Conversion Electron Mössbauer 
Spectrometry (CEMS), the epitaxial x=0.72 sample is D03 while the epitaxial x=0.67 
sample is B2.   
 
Hard x-ray photoemission measurements were performed at the national synchrotron 
radiation facility SPring-8 in Japan, using undulator beamline BL15XU. The photon 
energy set at 5950.3 eV, which is the energy yielding optimal resolution and flux for that 
particular beamline. The exciting radiation was incident on the sample at a grazing angle 
of 2.0° as measured from the sample surface plane, and the kinetic energies of the 
photoemitted electrons were analyzed by a VG Scienta R4000 hemispherical analyzer 
oriented at an angle of 90° from the direction of the incoming x-rays. The electron takeoff 
angle as measured with respect to the surface is thus 88°, maximizing bulk sensitivity.  
Some measurements were also done at a takeoff angle of 45° to vary the degree of 
surface vs bulk sensitivity. The overall energy resolution was set to 230 meV, and the 
absolute energy scale was checked frequently against the Au Fermi level, so that the 
energy positions in all spectra have an accuracy of ± 10 meV.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
 
5.3.1 Core-Level Spectra 
 
Fig. 5.1 shows the Si 1s core-level spectra obtained for all three samples – epi-Fe0.72Si0.28 
(black), epi-Fe0.67Si0.33 (red) and a-Fe0.67Si0.33 (blue). The spectra have had a Shirley 
background subtracted from them, and the heights have been normalized to the 
maxima.104 All three spectra show the presence of a chemically-shifted oxide component 
at ∼1843 eV, but the shift is greater for the amorphous sample.  No changes in the shape 
of the main elemental Si peak at a binding energy of ~1839.5 eV are observed between 
the three samples.  However a chemical shift of 0.09 eV towards lower binding energy is 
observed for epi-Fe0.67Si0.33 relative to epi-Fe0.72Si0.28, and an even more prominent shift 
of 0.31 eV towards lower binding energy is observed for the a-Fe0.67Si0.33 sample, relative 
to epi-Fe0.67Si0.33. These shifts are due to a change in the chemical environment around 
the Si atoms. The variation in crystallinity of the alloy affects the chemical state of the Si 
atoms more strongly than the change in the alloy composition, i.e. the most significant 
chemical shift (0.31 eV) occurs between the epitaxial and amorphous alloys of similar 
composition (Fe0.67Si0.33). In addition, we do not observe significant disorder broadening 
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for the amorphous film, indicating that despite the amorphous structure, there is mostly a 
single chemical environment for Si in this film. 
 

 
Figure 5.1. Si 1s core peak spectra obtained for all three samples – epi-Fe0.72Si0.28, epi-

Fe0.67Si0.33 and a-Fe0.67Si0.33.	  	  
 

The presence of Si oxide is evident due to the second Si 1s oxide peak that is separated 
from the elemental peak by about 3.3-3.9 eV.105 This type of chemical shift is due to 
different chemical environments around Si atoms in the oxide and has been observed in 
numerous studies (e.g. 105,106). Similar behavior of elemental and oxide peaks is 
observed for the Si 2p peaks, shown later in this chapter.  The intensity of the Si 1s oxide 
peak for the a-Fe0.67Si0.33 sample is much higher compared to the epitaxial sample, 
suggesting a more pronounced oxidation in the amorphous alloy.  The oxide thickness 
can be estimated by comparing the experimental and theoretical ratios of the Si oxide 
peak intensity to the main Si 1s core peak intensity. For this purpose, the NIST Database 
program Simulation of Electron Spectra for Surface Analysis (SESSA), which 
quantitatively predicts photoemission peak intensities, was used. 107 Assuming a single Si 
thin oxide overlayer, the effective oxide thicknesses for epi-Fe0.72Si0.28, epi-Fe0.67Si0.33 
and a-Fe0.67Si0.33 are 10.4 Å, 13.5 Å and 32.4 Å respectively; there is thus about three 
times as much oxidation for the amorphous sample. Angle-resolved measurements 
between a takeoff angle of 88° and 45° with respect to the surface, in conjunction with 
peak-intensity analyses, confirm that the oxide is localized at the surface of the samples. 
 
The possible presence of any form of Fe oxide was investigated using the Fe 2p peaks 
shown in Fig. 5.2a. Oxidation of Fe has been reported to be accompanied by significant 
changes in the shapes and binding energies of the Fe 2p1/2 and Fe 2p3/2 peaks, and 
comparison between that report and the spectrum obtained here was used to determine 
the Fe oxidation state.108 The spectrum in Figure 5.2a match the Fe0 spectrum reported in 
[108], meaning the Fe in our FexSi1-x samples was not significantly oxidized (less than 
5%).108  
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Figure 5.2. (a) Experimental Fe 2p spectra collected for all three samples, which do not 
exhibit any evidence of iron oxidation. (b) Fe 3s and Si 2p spectra obtained for all three 

samples.  Fe 3s also does not show evidence of oxidation. 
 

The Fe 2p peaks of all three samples are equally sharp, indicating sharply defined local 
environments in each. LDA calculations performed here predict 0.1-0.3 eV differences in 
the binding energies of Fe 2p core-levels due to the two different Fe sites (FeI and FeII). 
Since these values are comparable with the total experimental resolution (0.23 eV), clear 
splitting in the peaks cannot be observed. Such site-specific effects are more prominent in 
the valence-bands, where the electrons from FeI and FeII have stronger interactions with 
the different chemical environments of the two lattice sites due to their delocalized 
nature.  This will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
 
Figure 5.2b shows the overlapping Fe 3s and Si 2p core spectra for all three samples. The 
spin-orbit splitting of the Si 2p peaks is well-resolved for the epitaxial samples and 
clearly visible for the amorphous sample (see inset), indicating only one type of Si 
chemical environment.109 For the epitaxial films, this is consistent with the ordering 
observed in x-ray diffraction and CEMS; in both the D03 and B2 crystal structures, Si has 
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only one chemical environment for its nearest neighbors. Only the next nearest neighbors 
differ between the crystal structures, but this difference evidently does not produce a 
binding energy shift that is significant with respect to the spin-orbit splitting of 0.59 
eV.109  The spin-orbit splitting for the amorphous sample is clearly visible, although 
broadened and not as well-resolved as the epitaxial samples, also indicating a mostly 
single Si chemical environment.  
 
5.3.2 Valance-Band Spectra 
 
The broad spectra in figure 5.3(a) show the low-binding-energy valence features between 
0 and 15 eV, seen in prior XPS measurements on Fe silicides, and a large peak centered 
at about 25 eV binding energy.110 With simple linear background subtraction, the latter 
feature can be decomposed into 4 peaks (Figure 5.3b), centered at 22.5 eV, 24.3 eV, 28.9 
eV and 32.9 eV, but with a dominant peak (labeled P2) at 24.3 eV. The intensities of the 
P2 peaks correlate with the higher-binding energy components of the O 1s peaks (Si 
oxide peaks) to within 7%. Therefore, the dominant peak (P2) in the sub-valence feature 
corresponds to the photoemission from O 2s-dominated levels in the silicon-oxide layer.  
 
Four prominent features labeled A, B, C, and D, which have also been observed in prior 
XPS studies, are shown in the low binding energy region of figure 6.3a. 110,111,112 The 
spectral feature A exhibits a characteristic sharp peak for the epi-Fe0.72Si0.28 and has also 
been observed in prior studies of stoichiometric Fe3Si.111,112,113 This sharp peak 
disappears, however, as the Fe/Si ratio deviates from 3/1. The origin of these features will 
be discussed in the theoretical section below. 
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Figure 5.3  (a) Extended valence-band spectra obtained for all three samples, including 

the valence-band features labeled A-D and the sub-valence feature, later decomposed into 
four components (P1-P4), and normalized to the high-binding energy inelastic 

background tail. (b) Higher-binding energy valence feature, background-subtracted and 
fitted, with a dominant peak (P2) corresponding to the photoemission from O 2s levels in 

the SiO2 layer. 
 

5.3.3 Theoretical Analysis 
 
First-principle calculations using the local-spin-density approximation (LSDA) of density 
functional theory within the spin-polarized fully relativistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker 
Green’s function method (SPR-KKR) have been performed.114,115 The Vosko, Wilk, and 
Nusair parameterization was applied for the exchange and correlation potential.65 The 
substitutional disorder has been treated within the coherent potential approximation 
(CPA).116 The CPA is considered to be the best approach among the so-called single-site 
(local) alloy theories that assume complete random disorder and ignore short-range order. 
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This scheme is implemented within the framework of the above mentioned SPR-KKR 
method. Self-consistent electronic structure calculations of the total and orbital-projected 
densities of states for three different compositions of FexSi1-x were performed using the 
corresponding experimental lattice constant, e.g. for ordered Fe3Si in the D03 structure 
(a=5.63 Å), for partially disordered FeFe0.3Si0.7 in the B2 structure (a=2.79 Å) and for 
chemically disordered bcc Fe0.67Si0.33 (a=2.79 Å). As a second step, actual valence-band 
photoemission spectra were calculated using a recent implementation of the fully 
relativistic CPA formalism in the framework of the one-step model of photoemission, 
which implicitly includes all matrix elements.117,118 

 
The calculated total densities of states are shown in figure 5.4 for three materials: D03 
Fe3Si, B2 Fe0.67Si0.33, and A2 Fe0.67Si0.33.  The epi-Fe0.72Si0.28 sample has the D03 structure 
but deviates from the perfectly-ordered Fe3Si compound used in the model because of 
being off-stoichiometry, and the A2 structure (random bcc solid solution) is used as an 
approximation for the amorphous sample. As expected, the sharp features observed in the 
densities of states (DOS) of the ordered Fe3Si are smeared out by chemical disorder in the 
B2 and A2 structures. 

 
 Figure 5.4. Total calculated densities of states for ordered D03 Fe3Si (used as the model 
for epi-Fe0.72Si0.28), partially disordered FeFe0.3Si0.7 in the B2 structure (epi-Fe0.67Si0.33), 

and for chemically disordered bcc Fe0.67Si0.33, used for the amorphous a-Fe0.67Si0.33 
sample. 

 
Based on atomic subshell photoionization cross sections, the intensity distribution will be 
dominated by transitions involving initial sp-like Fe states in the hard X-ray regime.119 
For this reason, complete photoemission calculations including all matrix element effects 
were performed. Figure 5.5 shows element- and site-resolved photoemission spectra of 
ordered Fe3Si, calculated within the one-step model. The calculated KKR electronic-
structure wave-functions were used in this calculation, and all matrix element effects 
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were included. Features A’-D’ are present, much like in the experimental spectra.  
Feature A’ is dominated by FeI, feature B’ is dominated by FeII, feature C’ is about 2/3 
FeI and 1/3 FeII, and feature D’ is dominated by Si. Comparing to the data in figure 
5.3(a), the decreased intensity of peaks A and C between the two epitaxial samples is due 
to the decrease in FeI atoms due to Si substitution. FeI

 dominates the features close to the 
Fermi level (A, B and C), and these features are found to be the sp-like DOS of FeI (not 
shown here). Due to strong hybridization of the Fe sp-like states with the Fe 3d states, the 
changes in the observed spectral intensities of the sp states, which dominate the valence-
band spectra due to their high photoionization cross sections, can be directly related to 
the behavior of the Fe 3d states. 
 

 
Figure 5.5. Calculated element- and site- resolved angle-integrated XPS spectra for 

ordered D03 Fe3Si (used to model epi-Fe0.72Si0.28), including 230 meV broadening due to 
the total experimental resolution. 

 
 
Finally, figure 5.6 compares the experimental valence spectra for the three materials to 
angle-integrated valence-band photoemission calculations at 5950.3 eV.  Good agreement 
with the experimental data is obtained.  In particular, most features are correctly 
predicted with regard to position, width, and relative intensity for the epi-Fe0.67Si0.33 and 
a-Fe0.67Si0.33 samples. All features A-D for epi-Fe0.72Si0.28 are also predicted, but peak D 
(due to the Si 3s states) is predicted to be at lower binding energy (by about 1 eV) than 
observed experimentally. This result is due to the sample being more Si-rich than the 
stoichiometric Fe3Si in the model.  Moreover, the calculated spectrum exhibits much 
sharper features than the experimental one, also due to the disorder broadening from the 
excess Si of epi-Fe0.72Si0.28. 
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Figure 5.6. Room temperature XPS spectra for (a) ordered D03 Fe3Si (used to model epi-

Fe0.72Si0.28), (b) partially disordered FeFe0.3Si0.7 in the B2 structure (used to model epi-
Fe0.67Si0.33), and (c) chemically disordered bcc a-Fe0.67Si0.33 at a photon energy of 5950.3 
eV compared to calculated one-step theoretical spectra shown in grey. The black curves 
represent a broadening of the theoretical spectra with a 230 meV (FWHM) Gaussian to 
simulate the experimental resolution. Experimental data, normalized to the high-binding 

energy inelastic background tail are shown in red. 
 

Remarkably, the D (Si) peak for the amorphous sample is sharper than that for the 
calculated random crystalline (A2) alloy, suggesting that the amorphous structure 
possesses on average a better defined local structure around the Si atoms than a random 
alloy.  Also, the amorphous sample shows a clear sign of an A peak, not seen in the 
random alloy calculations. Better modeling of the amorphous structure is required in 
order to say more. Despite some minor discrepancies, these one-step photoemission 
calculations provide a good qualitative description of the data. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
 
We have investigated the structural and electronic properties of near-Heusler epitaxial 
and amorphous FexSi1-x thin films with x=0.72 and x=0.67 using hard x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy. Remarkably, the core-level peaks in the amorphous structure show little 
broadening despite a significant energy shift, suggesting that the local environment 
around the Si atoms is different than in the crystalline materials but far more uniform 
than expected. A well-resolved Si 2p spin-orbit splitting for the two epitaxial alloys 
suggests that nearest-neighbor interactions are the dominant effect on binding energy for 
the Si atoms in the sample. The Si 2p peak in the amorphous sample also shows spin-
orbit splitting, another indication that the local structure around each Si atom is relatively 
well defined. The valence bands show a broadening of the features when chemical and 
structural disorder is increased. Distinctly different contributions from the two 
inequivalent Fe sites in the valence-band spectrum of the most highly ordered (D03) 
epitaxial sample is observed. These features are reduced but not completely eliminated in 
the B2 sample and most remarkably for the amorphous sample. Lastly, CPA calculations 
of the valence band photoemission spectra have been performed and show good 
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agreement with the experimental spectra, thus confirming the origin of the observed 
features. 
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Chapter 6: Electronic Transport and the Anomalous Hall Effect (AHE) in FexSi1-x 
Thin Films 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The origin of the Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in ferromagnetic materials remains 
controversial, but recently a unified theory has been proposed.43,44  The theory generally 
splits the anomalous Hall conductivity (σxy) into three regions based on the longitudinal 
conductivity (σxx).  In the clean limit (σxx > 106 Ω-1cm-1) at low temperatures, the skew-
scattering mechanism, which is due to asymmetric spin scattering from impurities with 
spin-orbit coupling, dominates, and σxy ∝ σxx.44,45,46   In the second regime (104 Ω-1cm-

1<σxx<106 Ω-1cm-1), the intrinsic mechanism is the dominant contribution to σxy.  The 
intrinsic contribution is associated with interband spin-orbit coupling that causes a gap to 
open at band anti-crossing points in the electronic band structure.  If the Fermi energy lies 
near these points, a large Berry phase curvature will occur, significantly enhancing 
σxy.44,48    In this regime, σxy= constant.  Although it may be counterintuitive that the 
skew-scattering mechanism dominates in a σxx range with fewer impurities and the 
intrinsic contribution dominates in a regime with more, the intrinsic contribution is 
actually independent of the carrier lifetime, τ, while the skew-scattering mechanism is 
not.  So skew-scattering will always dominate when τ is large, as in the clean limit.   
Numerous experimental results have verified the dependences of the anomalous Hall 
conductivity in these two regimes for e.g. Fe, Co, Ni, and Gd.49,50,51  The low 
conductivity regime (σxx<104 Ω-1cm-1, ρxx>100 µΩcm) is less well understood.  
Experimental results from ultrathin Fe52, chalcogenide-spinel structures (Cu1-

xZnxCr2Se4)50, Fe3O4 and Fe3-xZnxO4
47 show σxy ∝ σxx

n where 1.6<n<1.8.  It has been 
suggested that the observed behavior is due to a gradual decrease in the intrinsic effect 
due to disorder, however there is no theory to support this scaling.44 Conventionally, σxy 
is plotted against σxx, however the carrier concentration seems the more relevant 
parameter in this regime.  
  
Experimental work on the canonical dilute magnetic semiconductor, Ga1-yMnyAs by 
Chun et al. in the low σxx regime showed that variations in the carrier concentration can 
be used to change the Curie temperature, magnetization (M), the sign of the temperature 
coefficient of resistivity, α (metallic to insulating) and most importantly the origins of the 
AHE.120   The magnitude of σxy/Mz was larger than other materials, although consistent 
with theoretical predictions for ferromagnetic semiconductors.120,121 Metallic samples 
showed an intrinsic AHE (also verified by [122]), while more insulating samples (ρxx>10 
mΩcm) display a linear scaling in σxy/Mz with σxx, which was attributed to unspecified 
extrinsic origins.   	  
 
Here, we study the AHE and M at 2 K in a series of amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin 
films (0.45<x<0.71), where the hole carrier concentration (nh) is varied.   We find σxy/Mz 

∝ σxx, similar to the GaMnAs results of ref. 120 although in a limit of much higher carrier 
concentration and disorder, and do not find the scaling relation σxy ∝ σxx

n (1.6<n<1.8).   
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We suggest the scaling in the low σxx regime is dominated by dependence on the number 
of carriers.  
	  
6.2. Experimental Procedure 
 
FexSi1-x (0.43<x<0.71) thin films (70-100 nm thickness) were grown by electron-beam 
co-evaporation of Fe and Si at base pressures below 9.0 x 10-9Torr.  Films were grown 
both at room temperature and 300oC on both MgO and amorphous-SiNx on Si substrates. 
The structure of all films was measured using x-ray diffraction (XRD), conversion 
electron Mössbauer spectrometry and high-resolution cross-section transmission electron 
microscopy (HRXTEM). The films with x=0.71 and x=0.67 grown at 300oC on MgO 
were found to be epitaxial with the D03 and B2 structure respectively.  θ-2θ scans show 
100 out-of-plane orientation and azimuthal (φ) scans on the off-axis 110 peak show the 
expected four-fold symmetry.  For films with x=0.43-0.71 grown at room temperature on 
SiNx/Si substrates, no peaks were observed in XRD. HRXTEM was performed on two 
samples, x=0.55 and 0.67.  The bright field TEM image from x=0.67 (figure 2.5) 
displayed a predominantly amorphous structure (80% volume fraction) with some 
embedded nanocrystals (~20% volume fraction) on the order of 5 nm.  The bright field 
HRXTEM image from the x=0.55 sample (figure 2.6) displayed no such 
nanocrystallinity.  In a few places, poorly defined lattice fringes were observed 
suggesting nanocrystal precursors (diameter < 2nm) form and increase (in size and 
number) with increasing Fe concentration.  Samples with x≥0.67 are therefore considered 
partially crystalline and samples with x<0.67 amorphous.     
 
Samples were patterned into a Hall bar (40 µm x 120 µm) with 6 current-voltage (I-V) 
leads using standard photolithography and wet etch techniques for the Hall effect, 
magnetoresistance and resistivity measurements.  Hall effect measurements were 
performed between 2 K and 300 K using an ac lock-in technique at approximately 16 Hz, 
with I kept below 2 µA.   Four-point dc-resistivity measurements as a function of 
temperature (T) and magnetic field (H) were also performed.  Magnetization (M) as a 
function of T and H was measured using a Quantum Design SQUID MPMS.      
 
6.3 Results and Discussion  
 
Figure 6.1a shows a plot of longitudinal resistivity (ρxx) as a function of temperature for a 
set of films (epitaxial or amorphous) with different compositions x. The epitaxial films 
display behavior expected for a typical metal: increasing ρxx with increasing temperature, 
i.e. a positive temperature coefficient of resistivity (α) at all T.  Here α is defined in ρ1 = 
ρref [1+α(T1-Tref)] where ρ1 and ρref are the resistivities at T1 =10 K and Tref = 300 K.  
ρxx(T) for the amorphous films is almost T-independent but depends strongly on x.  For 
these films, the mean free path is approximately equal to an interatomic distance and thus 
nearly temperature independent, leading to a small α.  Figure 6.1b is a plot of α versus 
ρxx at 2 K for the amorphous and partially crystalline films; α changes sign from positive 
to negative with increasing x.  This behavior has been studied in numerous amorphous 
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metallic systems where α has been shown to correlate linearly with ρxx.38 In the present 
data, α crosses from positive to negative at approximately 150 µΩcm, typical for 
amorphous metals.39  The dependence of ρxx on x and its independence of T indicates that 
the number of charge carriers decreases as x decreases, as would be expected.  In the 
x=0.43 sample, a clear minimum in ρxx is observed; this minimum is also present in the 
x=0.45 sample.  A resistivity minimum can result from a Kondo effect, resonant impurity 
scattering or insulating grain boundaries (unlikely here since ρxx does not show an 
exponential T dependence).123   
 

 
Figure 6.1. (a) Resistivity versus temperature for amorphous films [A] and epitaxial 

films [E] of varying x. (b) Temperature coefficient of resistivity, α, versus longitudinal 
resistivity, ρxx, at 2 K for amorphous and partially crystalline films.  The line is a guide to 

the eye. 
 

 
Figure 6.2 shows in-plane M(H) curves at 2 K for amorphous and epitaxial films with 
various x; the inset displays the two lowest Fe concentration amorphous samples on a 
different scale.  Square hysteresis loops are observed for all x≥0.55, indicating the 
samples are ferromagnetic.  For a given x, M is larger in the amorphous film than the 
crystalline film.  Chemical order in the epitaxial film leads to less Fe-Fe pairs and thus a 
reduction in M.  Further details of this result have been discussed in Chapter 4.  We find 
ferromagnetism occurs in the amorphous FexSi1-x system at x~0.40, consistent with 
previous work88; the amorphous samples with x=0.43 and 0.45 are very near this critical 
composition, explaining the different shape of the M(H) curves.  However, magnetic 
remanence and an M value at all H larger than what would be expected for a Brillouin 
function (S=1/2, 1 or 3/2) are observed, indicating that these samples are weakly 
ferromagnetic.  The in-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves are not significantly different 
for the amorphous x=0.43 and 0.45 samples.   
 

a. 
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Figure 6.2 In-plane magnetization versus field at 2 K for amorphous [A] and epitaxial 

[E] films of varying x.  The inset in shows M(H) of amorphous x=0.43 and 0.45 films on 
an expanded y-scale.  The temperature-independent diamagnetic contribution (visible at 

high fields, same for H in-plane or out-of-plane) has been removed from all the data. 
 

Magnetoresistance (MR) measurements, Δρxx, [Δρxx=ρxx(H)-ρxx(0)] with (a) H applied 
perpendicular to the film and to the current I, (b) H applied in the film plane and parallel 
to I and (c) H in the film plane and perpendicular to I were performed at various T on the 
lowest Fe concentration sample, x=0.43 and are shown in Figure 6.3.  The contacts were 
not removed between measurements; only the orientation of the sample with respect to 
the H and I changed.  The magnitude of the MR is small; data for (b) and (c) are the same 
and differ from (a) (H applied out-of-plane) at all T.  At 16 and 30 K, all MR shows a 
positive H2 dependence, typical for metals [18].  At 2 K, the out-of-plane MR is negative, 
and the in-plane MR switches from negative to positive with increasing H.  Orbital 
effects are not the dominant mechanism since (b) and (c) are the same and (a) and (c) 
differ.  Additionally, the out-of-plane and in-plane M(H) data are not significantly 
different for this sample, indicating that the differences in MR are not due to different 
M(H) behavior.  Similar negative MR has been previously reported at low temperature 
(below some critical temperature T*) in amorphous GdxSi1-x alloys (x<0.15) and 
attributed to interactions between local moments and conduction electrons; similar to (b) 
and (c) at 2 K, a switch from negative to positive MR was also observed, although at 
much higher field (~25 T).124,125,126,127  The different behavior of the 2 K MR between H 
applied in-plane and out-of-plane was not observed in amorphous GdxSi1-x, however the 
difference observed here is extremely small in comparison to the enormous MR reported 
in GdxSi1-x.  
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Figure 6.3. Magnetoresistance, Δρxx, [Δρxx=ρxx (H)-ρxx (0)] versus applied field with (a) 

H applied perpendicular to the film and I, with (b) H applied in the film plane and 
parallel to I and with (c) H in the film plane and perpendicular to I at various T for 

amorphous x=0.43.	  
 

The magnetic field dependence (H applied perpendicular to the film plane) of the 
transverse resistivity (ρxy) at 2 K is shown in Figure 6.4. The Hall effect in ferromagnetic 
materials has two contributions, one from the ordinary Hall effect (OHE) due to the 
Lorentz force, which is proportional H and one from the AHE due to asymmetric 
scattering, which is proportional to the perpendicular component of M (Mz).  The 
equation describing this effect takes the form:  
 

ρxy(total) = ρxy(OHE) +ρxy(AHE) = RoH+RsMz          (6.1) 

 
Here, R0 is the ordinary Hall coefficient (R0=±1/ne), and Rs is the anomalous Hall 
coefficient.  The magnitude of the AHE is many times larger for the amorphous films 
than the epitaxial films with the same or similar compositions, an effect also seen in 
previous transport studies at low temperature of vapor-quenched Fe.24  ρxy was also here 
measured at higher T (i.e. 16, 30, 300 K) for some samples; the magnitude of ρxy 

decreased compared to the 2 K value, quantitatively consistent with its scaling with Mz.        
 
From ρxy(H) above 1.5T (where M(H) has saturated) the ordinary Hall effect can be used 
to determine carrier concentration.  The positive slope of ρxy(H) shows that the primary 
charge carriers are holes.  For x=0.43 and 0.45, Ro gives the number of holes, nh, as 
approximately 5x1021 cm-3 at 2 K.   For higher x, δρxy/δH is too small to measure, 
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meaning that nh > 1022 cm-3.  For x>0.45, a linear extrapolation of nh was made based on 
reported values for x=1.0 and 0.75.128,129     

 
Figure 6.4. Hall Resistivity ρxy vs H at 2 K for amorphous [A] and epitaxial [E] films of 

various x.  ρxy(H) ∝ Mz(H) for all samples.  For x=0.43 and 0.45, a small additional 
contribution to ρxy(H) due to the ordinary Hall effect can be seen. The inset shows 

normalized out of plane magnetization (black squares) and normalized ρxy(AHE) (purple 
squares) at 2K for x=0.43.  ρxy(OHE) has been subtracted from the data. 

 
The inset of figure 6.4 shows normalized out of plane magnetization (left axis, black 
squares) and normalized ρxy(AHE) (right axis, purple squares) for the x=0.43 sample.  
The slope due to the ordinary Hall effect has been removed from ρxy(total)  to show that 
the AHE scales with Mz.  Similar behavior was observed for all samples (see Appendix 
A).  Hysteresis in Mz(H) or ρxy(H) is not observed in any samples; for x≥0.55, the 
magnetic easy axis is in the plane of the film, and x=0.43 and 0.45 are weakly 
ferromagnetic with similar in-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves (see Appendix B).   
 
The anomalous Hall conductivity is calculated from σxy(AHE)=ρxy(AHE)/(ρxx

2 

+ρxy(AHE)2) ~ ρxy(AHE)/ρxx
2.47  ρxy(AHE) is obtained by extrapolating ρxy(total) to zero 

field.   Since σxy(AHE) ∝ ρxy(AHE), both are ∝ Mz, and indeed the relation (σxy(AHE) ∝ 
Mz) has been seen in itinerant ferromagnets and magnetic semiconductors, although not 
observed in heavy fermion systems.63  Figure 6.5 (a) is a plot of σxy/Mz versus σxx at 2K 
for the FexSi1-x thin films investigated and a series of Ga1-yMnyAs samples at 15 K from 
[120].  We plot σxy/Mz versus σxx to interpret the underlying mechanisms in our AHE data 
based on the theoretical scaling proposed by [43,44]; the different scaling behaviors are 
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not as obvious when plotting ρxy/Mz versus ρxx.  The epitaxial samples display a σxy/Mz = 
constant while the lower σxx amorphous samples show σxy/Mz ∝ σxx

1.3.       
 
We first discuss the epitaxial samples.  In principle, there are two mechanisms, which 
could give rise to a σxy/Mz = constant: the intrinsic mechanism and the side-jump 
mechanism.  The side-jump mechanism has a much smaller contribution to the AHE in 
this σxx regime (104 Ω-1cm-1<σxx<106 Ω-1cm-1), and Miyasato, et. al. has shown that if σxy 

~103 Ω-1cm-1, the effect is dominated by the intrinsic mechanism, as in our epitaxial 
samples.50  This result is in agreement with theory and previously reported values where 
the intrinsic mechanism is dominant to σxx ~ 104 (Ω-cm)-1.43  
 

 
Figure 6.5. σxy/Mz versus σxx  for amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films and 

GaMnAs thin films from [120]. The lines are fits to the low σxx data; σxy/Mz ∝ σxx 
n  with 

n=1.3 (FexSi1-x) and 0.8 (Ga1-yMnyAs). 
 

The scaling behavior in the low conductivity regime of the amorphous samples was 
suggested to be due to the damping of the intrinsic contribution with increased disorder, 
and to result in σxy ∝ σxx

1.6-1.8, however no rigorous theory exists to support this 
suggestion.43,44,47,50,52  If we plotted σxy versus σxx, the scaling behavior would be σxy ∝ 
σxx

3.1, a significantly different dependence.  When the data is instead normalized by Mz, 
we observe σxy/Mz ∝ σxx (σxy/Mz ∝ σxx

1.3
 to be precise).   

 
We compare these results to the work of Chun et al. on Ga1-yMnyAs.120  By varying nh, 
the authors change the AHE from an intrinsic (metallic) regime with σxy/Mz = constant to 
an insulating regime with σxy/Mz ∝ σxx.  Similarly, in the work presented here, the 
intrinsic mechanism is dominant in the epitaxial (metallic) films, and the scaling is 
approximately linear with decreasing σxx in the amorphous films.   
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In our FexSi1-x films and the Ga1-yMnyAs films, we find the approximate dependence σxx  
∝ nh

2/3, as shown in figure 6.6 (in the amorphous FexSi1-x films this dependence could 
naively be expected from   

€ 

σxx = [n2 / 3e2l]/[(3π 2)1/ 3] since the mean free path, l, is roughly 
constant‡).  Normalizing σxy/Mz and σxx by nh

2/3 for both of these material systems 
produces a constant value (figure 6.7), suggesting that the AHE in the low conductivity 
regime scales with nh

2/3.  This similarity in scaling near the metal-insulator transition in 
these two materials persists despite the greater disorder and much higher nh (2 orders of 
magnitude) in the FexSi1-x thin films, which causes σxx to be much larger as well. 
 

 

 
Figure 6.6. σxx versus nh, with the relationship σxx  ∝ nh

0.77 for the amorphous and 
epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films at 2 K  and Ga1-yMnyAs  at 15 K from ref [120]. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
‡	  This dependence can be obtained given equation 1.1 and the following relations: 
  

€ 

m*vF = kF , 

€ 

kF = (3π 2n)1/ 3and 

€ 

τ = l /vF .36 
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Figure 6.7. σxy/Mznh

2/3 versus σxx/nh
2/3

  at 2 K for amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin 
films and at 15 K for Ga1-yMnyAs thin films from [120].   

 
Figure 6.8 compares σxy/Mz versus σxx for our FexSi1-x thin films to numerous other 
itinerant ferromagnets and magnetic semiconductors over a wide σxx 

range.24,51,52,63,120,130,131,132,133  The three different scaling regimes can be easily observed.  
In the low σxx range, where the carrier concentration is changing, the fit to the data shows 
the similar σxy/Mz ∝ σxx dependence (σxy/Mz ∝ σxx

1.6
 to be exact).  These data further 

suggest the AHE in the low conductivity regime is dependent on the number of charge 
carriers.   
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Figure 6.8. σxy/Mz versus σxx  for epitaxial and amorphous FexSi1-x thin films and 

previously reported itinerant ferromagnets and magnetic 
semiconductors.24,51,52,63,120,130,131,132,133  The line is a fit to the low σxx data; σxy/Mz∝σxx 

1.6. 
 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, Hall effect, resistivity, magnetoresistance and magnetization 
measurements were performed on amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x thin films, with 
varying nh. The longitudinal resistivity at all temperatures decreases with increasing x for 
all films, and the low Fe concentration amorphous samples (x=0.43, 0.45 and 0.55) show 
a negative temperature coefficient of resistivity.   An anomalous Hall effect was observed 
in all samples and is very large in the amorphous samples.  In the epitaxial films, σxy/Mz 
is constant, meaning the AHE is dominated by the intrinsic mechanism, as predicted 
theoretically in this moderate longitudinal conductivity regime.  In the amorphous films, 
we observe σxy/Mz ∝ σxx, similar to GaMnAs films in this low conductivity range where 
the intrinsic effect is presumably damped by disorder.  In both material systems, the AHE 
scales approximately with nh

2/3, despite orders of magnitude difference in nh and σxx.  
These results were compared to a survey of materials over a broad range in σxx, and 
σxy/Mz ∝ σxx was also observed, indicating a similar dependence on the number of charge 
carriers.  We hope that this work will stimulate theoretical discussions to better explain 
the AHE mechanism in the low carrier concentration/low conductivity regime.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 
Recently, identifying a material with room-temperature ferromagnetism and a high 
degree of spin polarization has been of interest for use as a spin-injector in spintronic 
devices.  Fe3Si has been investigated to this end because it possesses a very high Curie 
temperature and theoretically predicted high spin polarization.  In this work, off-
stoichiometry compositions were investigated because thin film growth allows access to 
varying degrees of chemical and structural order, which can be used to tune and possibly 
improve the magnetic and electronic properties of the material.   
 
Ultimately, chemical order played the largest role in the magnetic and electronic 
properties of amorphous and epitaxial FexSi1-x films.  The magnetization is strongly 
dependent on the number of Fe-Fe pairs in the local environment, of which there are less 
in the chemically ordered structures leading to an observed reduction in the magnetic 
moment of the epitaxial films.  As the concentration in the epitaxial films was varied 
further from stoichiometric Fe3Si, chemical disorder increased.  However, the fully 
chemically disordered A2 structure was not successfully fabricated; evidently the 
material has a strong tendency to chemically order.  Theoretical and experimental 
measurements of the electronic band structure revealed disorder broadening as the 
chemical disorder increased.   
 
The amorphous FexSi1-x (0.43<x<0.71) thin films exhibited some unexpected results.  
While completely structurally disordered, the local atomic environment was found to be 
only partially chemically disorded.  This structure led to enhancements in the 
magnetization, anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and spin-polarization versus crystalline 
films with the same composition.  There are more Fe-Fe pairs in the amorphous structure 
than the D03 or B2 structures (although less than a theoretical A2), explaining the 
observed enhanced moment.  The scaling behavior of the AHE was shown to be likely 
due to the reduction in carrier concentration.  Theoretical calculations and experimental 
measurements of the spin-polarization revealed that is it robust to changes in x and is of 
the same magnitude or larger than crystalline structures.  In fact, the experimental spin 
polarization in the amorphous films is remarkably larger than experimental measurements 
on Fe3Si (D03). 
 
This work showed that chemical order is a powerful tool to tune the magnetic and 
electronic properties of a material system.  Although amorphous FexSi1-x alloys had not 
previously been investigated as a potential spin-injector, some compositions showed 
considerable promise, displaying room temperature ferromagnetism and high spin-
polarization.  Future work should include fabricating devices to test the viability of these 
materials as spin-injectors. 
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Appendix A: Anomalous Hall Effect and Out-of-Plane Magnetization 
 
This appendix displays the normalized anomalous Hall resistivity, ρxy(AHE), and the 
normalized out of plane magnetization, Mz, for all samples investigated in Chapter 6.  The 
plots show that in all cases ρxy(AHE) scales with Mz.  For all figures, the red symbols are 
ρxy(AHE)  and the black symbols are Mz.  For the amorphous x=0.45 and 0.43 samples, 
the linear ordinary Hall effect contribution has been removed.  
 
 
 

 
Figure A.1. Normalized out of plane magnetization (black squares) and normalized 

ρxy(AHE) (red squares) for amorphous (a) x=0.71 and (b) x=0.65 films.  
 
 
 

 
Figure A.2. Normalized out of plane magnetization (black squares) and normalized 

ρxy(AHE) (red squares) for the amorphous x=0.55 film. 
 

a.  b.  
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Figure A.3. Normalized out of plane magnetization (black squares) and normalized 
ρxy(AHE) (red squares) for amorphous (a) x=0.45 and (b) x=0.43 films.  ρxy(OHE) has 

been subtracted from the data.  
 
 
 

 
Figure A.4. Normalized out of plane magnetization (black squares) and normalized 

ρxy(AHE) (red squares) for epitaxial (a) x=0.71 and (b) x=0.67 films 

a.  b.  

a.  b.  
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Appendix B: In-plane and out-of-plane magnetization 
 
For amorphous and epitaxial samples with x≥0.55, the magnetic easy axis is in the plane 
of the film.  Figure B1 is a representative plot of in-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves 
for an amorphous sample with x=0.55, where a clear difference is observed between the 
two H orientations.  In contrast, amorphous samples with x<0.55 (epitaxial samples with 
x<0.55 were not fabricated) did not exhibit a significant difference between in-plane and 
out-of-plane orientations; figure B2 shows in-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves for 
amorphous (a) x=0.45 and (b) x=0.43 samples.  The curves are slightly different for 
x=0.45 and fall on top of each other for x=0.43.   
   

 
Figure B1. In-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves at 2 K for an amorphous x=0.55 

sample.  Amorphous and epitaxial samples with x≥0.55 exhibited similar results.  
 

 
Figure B2. In-plane and out-of-plane M(H) curves at 2 K for amorphous (a) x=0.45 and 

(b) x=0.43 thin films.   

b. 
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